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ALHUQUKUQUK,

VOLUME 20

NEW MEXICO.

FK1DAY EVENING, MAltCII

on

the Ground of Arizona's Mormonism and
New Mexico's llliterateism.
NEITHER FIT EITHER JOINTLY OR SEPARATELY

NOTICE

Six Hundred IVioros

CONFERENCE

Are Largest and the Most

In-fluen-

tial

Gathering in
Insurance History

Field.
HELD
FATALITY AMONG

SOLDIERS COMMITTEE HOLDS HEARING

Major Genera! Reports That Operators Meeting Kill DeTrouble Has Been Much
cide Probability of Strike Artillery Lifted to Almost
accessible Height and
Exaggerated.
in April
Over Precipices

TO THE LADIfS
OF ALBUQUERQUE.

AT ALBANY

Left Dead on the

MOST IMPORTANT

WAR WITH CHINA

INSURANCE MEN

IN PHILIPPINES

BY ASTONISHING MAJORITY OF THIRTEEN VOTES
CORBIN SAYS NO

NUMBER 01

BLOODY BATTLE

FORMER AMENDMENT HAS PASSED THE SENATE
Vicious Attacks Were Made Upon the Two Territories

11)00.

!).

OVER ENTERPRISE IDAHO MINERS ARRAIGNEO
Tomorrow's issue of The Evert- ing
will
Citizen
contain
Fight Must Come Up in Conference Committee, if f columns of matter carefullyseveral
ore.
General Cepin Was Killed in Bat- But Proceedings Postponed Till
pared for Me special delectation
f
of Its women readers. The regu- Bill May
It Shall be Called,
tle in Santo Domingo
Friday to Allow Petition to
lar Saturday feature of a Worn- Page has come to stay, and
an's
Die Where It is.
Quash Indictments.
II lustra- V tomorrow will contain
Revolution.
T tions and descriptions
of New
V York's latest fads and fancies in
Idaho state text. He said that he
San Francttco, Cal
March
women's apparel; Illustrations of
9.
rfttsburg. Pa.. March 9. Today's
th latest Parisian modes, fully ' "There will be no war between the meeting of the coal operators la the
Special to Th Evening Citizen. V had seen a list of some fifty to 100
polyganilsts
living
Arizona,
and
in
Pittsburg district, which was called
described by one of New York's
Washington, D. C, March 9. "
tnere werj also many in, New Mexico.
leading fashion writers. The tin- - V United States and China," said Major ry Francis L. Robbins for the purThe Foraker amendment wa
Corbin,
General
on
was,
his
power
There
arrival
said,
he
In Utah
from pose of uniting on some definite polno
gerie ha!, the handkerchief para- - Y
adopted at'4:45 p. m., by a vote
punish polygamy, and Mormonism
sol, afternoon gowns, the latest ' the Orient yesterday. "So far as I icy for presentation at the inter-stat- e
4 of, yeas, 42; naya, 29. The amend- - to
was so strong in his own state, idano,
suits In plaids, and the craze for ' have been able to observe, the report- convention at Indianapolis.
Is rement received a majority of 13,
garded as the most Important conthat notwithstanding a leader of that
embroidery effects are fully do- while 14 votes remain unaccotint- ed
disturbances
In
have
China
been
ference held Blnce the question of
sct in that state had testified that scribed In tomorrow's issue on if grossly exaggerated,
ed for.
and the candl- - wane for the miners came before
he was now the husband of three
the Woman's Page,
wives, there was no possibility
of
Hons are not nearly as alarming as the public. Previous to the opening
bringing him to account for It, beone would be led to suppose, from ttie of the meeting the general sentiment
Beveridge Resumes at 11 a. m.
Washington, D. C, March 9. Ow- cause of the political iower of his FORGER WILL DISGORGE
reports published throughout the west-tr- was that the conference would be diing to the fact that the senate took church. "Wherever there is MormonIF COURT IS LENIENT
world. There have been disturb- - vided, some of the operators siding
Butler, Mo., March 9. The trial of ances, but I do not think they men with the Pittsburg Coal company inh recess Instead of adjournment last ism, there is polygamy," he Raid, and
night, Ueveridg was enabled to pro- added that th,e only way to prevent Thomas M. Casey, manager ot ttie ace peace between China and the terests to grant concessions to the
ceed with his speech In support of plygamy was to strike at the or Salmon bank of Clifton, which failed United States or any other nation. miners, while a number of others
oppose granting any
joint statehood, when today's session ganization which encouraged it.
last summer because of speculations, Hatred towards Americans is not any would strongly
began at 11 o'clock. There was a
was begun before Judge Gray of Jas worse than that entertained against ndvance In wages at all.
Poland Ireland Cited.
per county, this morning. The case other foreigners, and I understand
much better attendance than at yespresents some rather Interesting feat- - thst the
terday's opening. Beveridge took up Special to Evening Citizen:
feeling Is due In MINE OFFICERS WF.RE
ARRAIGNED AT CALDWELL.
uree. It was crlginally set for trial a large measure to the exploitation
Washington, D. C, March 9.
the argument, contending that' the neBoise, Idaho, March 9. Moyer,
cessity for interpreters for the benekuld that many Mormnns had before Judge Denton. At the opening of business enterprises which the Cbtfit of the Mexican population
was been convicted of polygamy in Ari of the trial Casey, through his at nese feel should be controlled by Haywood and Pettibone were arraigned this morning before District
torneys offered to plead guilty to a their own people."
rapidly parsing, and arguing that very zona and New Mexico.
Newland said the government had charge of forgery If his sentence
Court Judge Frank Smith at Caldlittle attention should.be given to the
well, under an Indictment charging
pledge for statehood claim- expended $500,000 in the Philippines, would not be more than five years In REVOLUTIONISTS ACTED
If this clemency
ed to have been given at tha time but had expehded only $40,000 In the penitentiary.
IN SANTO DOMINGO. them with the murder of former Governor Steunenberg, on December 30,
when the territory of Arizona was cre- New Mexico for education. The ma- should be granted, Casey offered to
Washington, D. C., March 9.
ated, because It was given as a result jority of the people speak the Span- surrender $1 78,000 which disappeared state department 1m in 'receipt ofThea last. On motion of the counsel for
the prisoners, who
for time to
ish language, and only 30 per cent are in tile last year before the bank failed. cable'
of liaudulent representations.
Monte Crlstl, Santo Do- prepare a motion wished
to quash the Inilliterate.
Attorney General Hadley and the pros- mingo, daied
Story of the Telegrams.
saying
yesterday,
during
that
Carter opposed the forcing of the
of Henry county con- the preceding day, while terms of sur dictments, further proceedings were
Beveridge was liberally applauded union on Arizona, illustrating by the ecuting attorney
postponed entll next Friday, when the
plea, on those terms, but
a
sented
to
by the galleries when he concluded. enforced union of Norway and Swedaccept it. render were being carried out btween defendants wll! again be brought
to
Judge
refused
Denton
The legislative session of Thursday en, of Poland, and of Ireland. Nor- and said the sentence should no be
the court to enter their pleas.
tlonlKtg the latter acted m ba(J faith
came to an end at noon and the ses- way and Sweden, ho said, had sepwan I T. I ,
IlIEIJ
j
J.wi.
and there was a fight. In which two
sion of today commenced at once. Un arated.
Sentence Is Commuted.
i
l.Bsey s attorney men an aranavu
oflicers and. six men wer killed, inder the head of morning business Sen
The Foraker amendment has prob- leglng that Judge Denton was
Trenton, N. J., March 9. The sencluding General Cepin. The revolu- tence of death Imposed on Mrs.
ator Beveridge read a number of tele' ably six majority.
from nresidina over the trial
grams In support of the statehood
in the oa i he ground that he was prejudiced. tionists escaped to the bushes.
Tho hard fight will coma
Tolla for killing Joseph
hill, but Teller objected, on the ground conference" conmittee.- Souta, was today commuted to seven
tneni to select
ANTHONY
IS
Tmrrows r.gain says that there is Thetliat they could not come In properly
SUSAB.
yearsand a half of Imprisonment by
another judge to try the case and the
REPORTED SOME BETTER. the court of pardons. Mrs. Tolla was
as a part of the discussion of the danger of the Mormons controlling attorneys
JasJudge
Gray
of
selected
statehood bill. Beveridge then stated the propsed state.
Rochester,' N. V., March 9. Phy- to have been hanged next Monday.
per county. Tho same proposition of
that he had received hundreds of mesOthers Who Also Spoke.
...nilti.Tii!D.. ..'Ill lio Diilimlttoil tn sicians report the condition of Susan This is the first time that the court
sages, moKt of them from Arizona,
Speeches, were made by other sen- Judge Gray and his decision in the
Anthony somewhat better today of pardons ever commuted a death
Spooner, saying
urging joint admission. "I, too, have ators as follows:
patients exhaustion however, is sentence to other than life Imprisonconsiderable
with
is
awaited
matter
received hundreds of messages on that Iieveridge's speech was at vari- - interest. It Is hinted that the state still a source of great danger.
ment.
responded ance with former representations to is
the subject of statehood
higher up" In the
men
'the
after
"One of them .Is from a lilt uoiimiuiee. oil icuuuiico,
Koraker.
gentleman who gives his name, and advocating the union of Arizona and failure.
who says that, a telegram signed by New Mexico; Teller, Hopkins, Uans-Jh- e BIG CONTRACT FOR
senator from Indiana is being cir- borough, Gallinger, Hepburn, Clark of
NAVY POWER PLANf
the
dilated in Arizona, urging that 501) Wyoming, Dillingham and Carter,
Prooklyn, N. Y., March 9. A contelegrams be sent to the senate from last saying that he was unalterably tract for $150,000 will shortly be
opposed to the coercion of any body
Arizona In favor of statehood."
awarded by the navy department for
The announcement created a laugh1 of American citizens, much as he the installation of machinery for a
sit Iieveridge's expense, in which he would like to vote for a bill
power plant at the Brooklyn
no 0iH h.
..thw nf ported by the president and a re- - central
navy yard. This represents the applihe telWram. His .eleerams were not Pb"can house of representatives.
were McCumber, cation of the principle of a concenOther speakers
read
Philadelphia. Pa., March 9. Today were never to exceed the annual net
tration of power at any yards and
Smoot.
Pillion
and
sy.Tetary
A communication from
naval stations, in accordance with the is the one hundredth anniversary of rent and revenue of the Institution,
for
Either.
Opposes
Statehood
Hitchcock recommending the extennavy
Burrows, chairman of the com- recommendations made to vtheexperts
the birth of Edwin Forrest, the great and also that after the number there
sion ot time for the opening of the mittee
department by a number or
in exceed twelve, others were to be
elections,
on
privileges
and
Shoshone Indian reservation In Wyo- opposed
some months ago. Tho work will be AmerlcHn tragedian and the anniver- admlt.ed only after having received
and
Arizona
of
admission
the
ming, from June 15 to Augu.-- t 15, was New Mexico, jointly or singly, on ac- done under the direction of the bursau sary will be observed with appropriate the approval of the majority of the
iad. The consideration of staie'hoou count
wuich exercises at the Kdwin Forrest home inmates, as well a of the managers
of polygamy in those territori- of yards and docks, under
was then resumed.
Forest also provided that tho pur
es. He read from the testimony in branch of the department also the at Holmesburg,
Foraker's Ten Minute Speech.
Kdwin Forrest was born In this city poses of the home were intended to
central powtr plants ut each yard will
polygcase
show
that
the
to
Smoot
Foraker made the first speech, un- amy existed In the territories. The 'be operated. The sieeificat ions
and died Here and nowhere is his be partly educational and
limit. He pointed debate on statehood
der the
for the machinery for the power memory honored with greater devo- ing, as well as elomosynary, and
was closed
out that. Arizona was not asking ad- promptly at 4 oclock. by Beveridge, plant at the Brooklyn navy yard in- tion than here. The home at Holmes- never to encourage Idleness or thrlft- mission, and said that there never and tho committee amendments were clude six
water tube burg was formerly Kdwin Forrest's lessness In any who are capable of
had been an effort to force statehcod firs considered.
amoke- country residence and was called by any useful exertion. Ho directed that
boilers and appurtenances,
on an unwilling territorial constitustack and flues, two feed water seta him 'Springbrook," by which name his library be placed In the home
ency.
Election Appropriation Defeated.
three condenser units, water and it is still known. The home has now exactly as it was in his old bouse
Resurrects Mormon Scare.
Washington, D. C, Marc 9. The steam piping, and iU necessary
only nine inmates. Tho present off- on Broad and Master streets, and
Pullols followed In support of the
appropriation for the elec-n.n- lThe estimate of the civil engl-tien- s icers of the home are: President,
aiso mat mere snouid be erected a
amendment offered by him, prohibitfor the proposed state of Arl-- 1 n,.,,r wj,0 na4 1(H.n engaged un this
Court Justice Samuel Ous- - neat ami pleasant theater for private
ing Mormons and poiygamlsts
from zona was defeated. This action was wor places the cost of the project at tine Thompson; vice
president, J. exhibitions, both of which conuittons
voting in the proposed state of Arl taken so as not to 'burden the bill ush.Ooo. It is possible that the kw-an- Fred Zimmerman; tnasurer, Samuel were t arried out. The library, which
zona, as was originally provided in the
endanger Its defeat In the house. e8t ,,1,1 win bP tvf,n ow?r than tho S. Sharp; secretary, Frank H. War- is beautifully housed, is today con
amount. The bids will be opened in ner; managers, Adam Kverly, J. Fred sidered one of the finest of its kind
the navy department, in Washington, Zimmerman, Samuel (lustine Thomp- in lie country.
on March :il.
son,
Edwin S. Stuart, Mayor
How great Forrest's love of his
PROGRESS BLUE RIBBON
JIM BENTLF.Y DIED
Weaver, Theodcre M. Allen and Dr. country was, is apparent from bis will.
ORGANIZED
COMPANY
FUNDS
WILL
FARM
ASSOCIATION
FROM HYDROPHOBIA
a. C. I.ambdln.
in which he ordered, that there shall
REMAIN IN TREASURY.
The home, which now bears h s be read to the Inmates of the borne
9.
V.
White,
S.
New
March
York.
Today, articles of Incorporation of representing the Prison Ship Martyrs namt,t waH fouded ,y the will of land the invited public by an Inmate
This morning W. L. Trimble reK(win Forrest, executed April B, l&tili. lor pupil thereof, the "immortal Dee
Farms
ceived a telegram from D. W. Nich- the Progress Blue Ribbon
association of this city, has He provided that the home or institu- laration of Independence, as written
ols, at Cerrillos, stating that Jim company, was filed with the probate Monument
to
been anxious to have transferred
tion was to be for the support and by noma Jenerson. without expur- Bentley, one of the characters of cen- clerk. The incorporators are, VV. J. the
Nassau National bank of Brookof actors and actresses Ka ion. on every Fourth day of July,
tral New Mexico, died in that town Heslop, I). K. B. Sellers, rrank A. lyn, $25,000 which is held to the credit maintenance
decayed by age or disabled by Infirm - to lie follow ed by an oration under the
1.
last night from hydrophobia, and ask- Htortz, H. S. Knight, Thomas
war
in the
if the secretary of
ity. lie provided 'hat the Inmates folds o! our National flag. '
ing Mr. Trimble what he knew aliout Maddisou.
of this city, being a part of
The offlce will be at 117 West Cold
the deceased, and the present home
com- - the total of $1."ii.ooii and the traction
of his people. Mr. Trimble has avenue. The object of the new
.
. ... ....nm.iuti.H
lur flirt Gtatn lf KMT
.
,
w ired back that, while he knew Bt'nt-Muia to ueai m now, .anr,
.v k
- ,
" uro
ac
manu
and
poultry;
raise
and
ey quite well for the past .wenty-od.m
"
'
pro.iuei
;
ears, he does not know where lie or-tate; conduct a general larm- - rlh0 Bh p. in Nw Wk Jarbor (lllr.
i Rinally came from, but he was aware.
an
raising
h owever. that he
uuue6,
1locK
alwavg regarded
ui.-- ..
m
"licenses in respect 01 ituers jia eui, wnj,-tiniri ,;1 hi- - nmivo
do general income by the transferor the fund to'
right,
and
'Patent
etc..
lieiitley
Mini
was. Ik fore the railu nonnii hank which is a demtsitorv
"t mg .1.,,.. n,...
-" w
roads penetrated the southwest, a
Tho company is authorized to is- of public moneys. Secretary Taft,
X
stase driver over the old "Star Unite," sue cupitul stock to ttie extent of however. derd:d that this transfer j
mill the
of this city could $250,000. divided into 2.5o0 shares, at could not tai:e place under the laws.
Havana,
9.
March
Prosperity j been so rapid that the nearby Florida
alwas tell when Kent ley was near-jilt- ; $100 each. The present stockholders The laiter require that public moneys
the old town plaza, in those early have each subscribed for four shares shall reniin in the keeping of the gov-- : eems to have come ft this land .l nurseries have been stripped' .f their
days, by his famous burro yell, which which signifies that they will start eruiuent treasury.
An attempt to'iunshiue to stay. Money has been stocks of ci'rus trues and the demand
could be heard distinctly for at least business witli a capital amounting to make such a transfer as is desired by pouring into the country during Uicms increasing.
year iroin tii'- aie 01 tne nne! r
haif a mi!e.
predicted tnai in live yars
$2,'i"0.
t.ie Prison Snip .Martyrs .M'Jnumeni
When the C'oclilti district was openwtu os in iwnsu mvtM me reins nues, uimie, teuton anu
association would lena to in uc.utin
'"
ed up to the prospectors and the town ROBERTSON DID NOT
against the disbursing officer and the ments. The phenomenal sugar crop pomelo will b. a close third in the
by the: race wi'b the sugar and tobacco
of lilund laid out, Bentley was one of
SEE ARMOUR'S BOOKS. ' bank receiving such funds on Uie or over $5o,Oo(i.imih. followed
crop as a el s second, adduction.
the first there, and has since that
111., March !).
Chicago,
M. Bob- - ground of wubezzlement
T.
$12,000,000, together with tan largely;
There is u wonderlul opening Here
time regarded Bland as his home, he ertson, special, agent for the gov- increas.'d prodtictioti of fruiu, vege- for growers of cattle, aud dairymen,
Swedes Celebrate in Chicago.
doing assessment work annually, for eminent, declared in a letter pro
trAs in f
tables and honey, has goue far to' Land is cheap; hogs, poultry and
Chicago, 111.. March
.1 number of mine owners of that disduced in court today, that he declined
r stden s of prcve that Cuba is entitled to its pet
t
k. uer vears the SwedUfi
trict.
citt.e C411 tie grown with small ex
'
hricson da by name of "The Pear! of tho Antilles." ptiise and
( iilians eat oiuy im- About two weeks ago, while making I'n
h.,1 .lesired him
s
ni.ekers
One can warccly cease wondering! p r;
,.,.1.1
a liii meeting tonight. In the atterv.... .v... 1...
bitter at from 50 tu 70 cents
the trip from Bland to Cerrillos, he t,
.,.!
'
' at ibe enormous
lieef is 2o to f0 cents per
stopped at JVna UUnca for lunch, and not be published by President IMose- - noon he Swedish "
and tobaccrji p r
park, where crops before we ar.- again amazed pun till and pig fiork from 40 to o
was badly bitten by a dog, supposed velt. He was asked by Attorney Mil- - "nhed to Humboldt
derated tbe Kricson monument with the shipment i a million crates: cell s. and itiuki'tis 1')rrom &o ctnts to
to have the rabies. He paid no at- ler on behalf of Armour
Co.. if he
to Go cents per
i e, and
tention to the bite, but several days would say he had an opportunity to and placed wreaths at the base of thea of pineapples, hundreds of thousands!
of cocoanuta. citrus fruits and vet,o-rice, with thousands of
hi.
ell
ajfo the wound commenced giving hlin decline to take the Information if he 'statue. This eveiiiiM there will be
if
d life land lying idle, is
rouble, and he went to Cerrillos to was compelled to take l.u l..,i,.o tl.t.t mass meeting wuu s peecnes, uiuhic - tables. Thein nr.- still greater won-ders coming when Hw thousands of from
cents per pound, other
receivv- - nieiiijal at te.nl ion. Day befole the president
would not publish lv. end singing. It is expected that s'V( legates ot nweuisri mnot era huudrei
acrts of budded rl'r: s fruits that have thint
in proportion, and taken
his condition grow alarmii.g. Itiltirtnitn renlie.l ihat lit.
will al- oeen planted in the past few year, u!io.i tl.t-le laboring man is reduced
and his sufferings were excruciating. fcay that he ever had the opportunity cleties in all pans of the state Daneen,
-- s.iall have come into
Yesterday lie was flgnttng and seal and then the attorney broiight on the tend the meeting. Coveiu.ir
to ti:e condition of a peon, for he
These new groves have been plant must li.iv.- work daily to supply bis
ping at Imaginary, dogs all uay long, letter. Robertson declared that the Frank (). 1. wib n ami liiistav auuit
sufferings came to letter referred to entirely another sen of Kuhu Medical college will be ed mostly by Auieri. an and other for hun. r, :!:! even then his tamily
and last night
'
the principal shakers ot the evening. eign settlers ami ;!j; development has of.eii
r.ia'ter.
t ii it'.jry and half, naked.
an end in death.

Magnates Oppose Ail Drastic
Measures by the Armstrong Committee.
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BY

USE OF BLOCK

Manila,

AND

RESULT REMAINS IN UNCERTAINTY

TACKLE

P.

I., March 9. An Imporlietween the American
forces and the hostile Moros has
taken place near Jolo. Fifteen enlisted men were killed, a commis
sioned officer wounded., and four enlisted men wounded, while the naval
contingent operating with the military sustained thirty-tw- o
casualties.
Tho Moros lost 600 killed.
General Wood's Account.
Major General Leonard Wood, com
mander of the division of the Phil
ippines, reports as follows, from Jolo,
the capital of the Sulu Islands: "A
severe action between the trooDB. a
naval detachment and a body of the
constabulary, on the one side, and
hostile Moros on the other, took place
at Mount Dajo, near Jolo. The en
gagement opened durjng the afternoon of March 6th and ended on the
morning of March 8th. The action
Involved the capture of Mount DaJo.
a lava cone 2,100 feet high, with a
crater at tho Biimmll and exceedingly
steep. The last 200 feet were at an
angle of 60 degrees, and there were
ruty perpendicular
ridges covered
with a growth of timber and strongly
fortified, and defeuded by an invisible
force of Moros.
Entire Garrison Kilted.
"The artillery was lifted by block
and tackle a distance of 300 feet into
position, on the edge of the crater. All
tne defenders of the Moro stronghold
were killed. Six hundred bodies were
found on the field. The action resulted In the extinction of the
who, recognizing no chief, had
raided tho friendly Moros, and, owing
to their defiance of the American
authorities, stirred up a dangerous
condition of affairs. AH our wounded
are doing well. They include Ensign
IL IA Cwofce, Jr.. of the United States
steamer Pampnnga, and Coxswain
Gllmore of the naval contingent.
"Of the constabulary, the following
oflicers were wounded: Captain John
R. White, Captain
Tyree Rivers.
Lieutenant Gordon, Lieutenant Wyley
T. Conway,
Sixth Infantry.
also
slightly wounded. Colonel Jos. W.
or
Dubean
the Sixth Infantry directed
operations.'

tant action

out-law-

ROOMING

si

HOUSE
THIEVES

ARE

ABROAD

It would probably be a wise precaution for the people of Albuquerque to
see taat their doors are all locked before retiring for the night, and to
place a loaded gun in easy reach. A
very active gang of house breakers
and sneak thieves are working in the
city, with a boldness that Is terrifying.
Thus far, rooming houses have been
their field of work.
On Sunday night. Bart Fvans, a
mixologist at the St. Klmo, was disturbed at his room In the Garcia
building on West Railroad avenue, by
the glare of a dark lantern, which
some one had quietly slipped through
the door, which Mr. Evans seldom
locks, and which was being flashed
aliout
the room. When Mr. Evans
turned in his bed, the burglar fled,
with his intended victim close to his
heels. The chase continued about
half a block, when Mr. Evans had to
abandon It on account of Ills negligee

attire.

-

The night following an attempt was
made to rob the room of Charles Farley, in the Elite rooming house on
Silver avenue. The thief entered the
building by a rear stairway, and into
Mr. Farley's room, through a door
leading to the roof of the second
story. The room was vacant at the
time, which was aliout 9 o'clock in the
evuiing, and doubtless the robbery
would have proved a success had not
the flashing of a dark lantern been
seen through the transom of the room
by pe
in the hall of tho building.
A knock 6n the door, and a call of
"who's there?" sent the thief scampering away, but ho left through the
window instead of the door, by w hich
be had entered.
David Coombs, also of the Garcia
building, tells a story of how his wife
was startled at 6 o'clock one ni Tnlng
recently, lust afttr h.- - bad gone to his
work at Zelger's cafe, by some one
quie ly opening the dixir to their
room. Although it was in the dawn
of the morning and the vision was yet
Indistinct, Mrs. Coombs made out a
man in a light i vereoat standing fleering through the slight crack he was
holding in the door. She sat up in
bed, gave u scream, and the man fled.
DEBATE

THREE-CORNERE-

Albany. N. Y.. March . Probably
never has a more remarkable gathering of life Insurance men been assembled under one single roof tbaa
that which met today In the state
capltol in connection with the hearings on the pending amendments to
the Insurance laws. The hearings oa
the bills were beld before the Joint
legislative investigating
committee,
which drew upon Itself universal attention by its exposures of the many
irregular conditions surrounding the
business of life Insurance companies
Many radical changes
in this state.
In the state Insurance law and tn
kindred statutes are proposed In the
ten tea tnitel 12345 6and when you
ten bills under consideration.
Full Particulars of Bill.
Shortly after 11:30 this forenoon.
Senator Armstrong, chairman ot the
insurance Investigation committee appointed by the state legislature, called
the committee to order in the assembly chnmber or the capitol, to begin
the public hearing of arguments for
and against the proposed insurance
legislation, as based upon the recent
report of the Armstrong committee.
The hall was well filled when the
session was opened. Besides a large
number of senators and assemblymen
there were representatives of a core
of Insurance companies present, a con
siderable number, of lawyers, directly
or indirectly concerned with Insurance matters, and a large crowd of
spectators from all parts of the state,
who are interested in the subject to
be considered at the meeting. Senator Armstrong explained the object
of the session and gave an outline ot
tho lines along which the hearing
will be conducted.
It was. decided to conduct the bear;,
fng upon the following Hues: Restrict
tlon of expenses;' limitation of. business'; prohibiticn of stock and collateral trust bond ownership. Each
of these topics has, ramifications which
extend to other subjects, which, taken
together, will practically cover the
entire field. It Is expected that the
public hearing will continue for some
time, 8b every point Incorporated In
the report of the Armstrong committee and In the various bills Introduced
In the legislature, since the report of
the committee was submitted, will be
carefully discussed.
The large Insurance companies are
well represented by their officials and
aide lawyers and will make a determined effort to convince the committee that some of the provisions in the
laws already Introduced are absurd
and prohibitive in their character and
would do a great injustice and Injury
to t;ie Insurance business in this state.
Particularly strong attacks will be
made on the efforts to restrict the
business of .the insurance companies.
It will be maintained that under the
recommendations of the committee, as
incorporated In the proposed laws, it
would lie lmiKissible for any of the
large insurance companies to write
more than about $50,000,000 of new
business a year. This would be ruinous, as the total terminations
by
death, maturity, etc., aggregate from
$120,000,000 to $150,000,000 a year
with the largo companUs. The result
would be that their entire business
would eventually be wiped out in a
few years.
It Is believed that no opposition will
be made by any of the large companies to the recommendation that
the existing management of all the
mutual companies shall expire on November 15, and that all existing proxies be void; also that all annual meetings, set for an earlier date be postponed until after November 1. Ial8
will do away with th Iawson men-- "
ace; which has overhung the life Insurance sltuatl n like a black cloud.
It also will give those trustees who
are anxious to retire a chance to
withdruw.
.

APPEAL TO BE TAKEN
WATTS-PENMA-

IN

CASE

WATTS REPORTED TO BE
DISSATISFIED
WITH
POLICE

MRS.

COURT

DECISION.

it is understood that Mrs. S. P.
Watts, colored, who recently caused
the arrest of K. Charles Penman,
colored, for disorderly conduct on the
public streets, and whose cause was
thrown out of c.uit practically, by
Judge Crawford in ixjlice couri, baa
consulted an attorney with a view of
taking an appeal in the matter that
it. may be aired again before
Judge
Abbott In district court,
it will he renieiiit). red that Mrs.
Waits alleged that Penman approach-e- d
her in the street after church,
said that she did not hold membership in the Mt. Olive ltaptist church,
was the scum of the tarth, never was
any good, never would be, aud
threatened to assault her. Penman
claims that Mrs. Watts called "nim a
liar, and which prompted him u say
whatever he did.

BETWEEN BIG COLLEGES.
"lilladelphia, Pa., March U The
debate between rep
of the I'nlvcrsity
resentatlves
of
Pennsylvania, Cornell and Columbia
will take place here this evening and
It is expected thai there will be a
f s: intents
large attendance
and
alumni of the t.iree universities present at tile event.
The question to
be debated is: "Resulted, That American cltits tlioubt seek tile solution
of the street railway problem through
private ownership and operation."
Pennsylvania's
affirmative speakers PRESIDENT NOMINATES
will meet the Cornell men here toSURVEYOR OF WYOMING.
night, while tiie uegative representaWashington, I). C. March
The
tives of the I'ulversiiy of Pennsyl- president, today, sent to the senate
vania will debate with Columbia lu i lie nomination of Alpheu.s P. Ilauseu
New York,
to be surveyor geueral of Wyoming,
three-cornere-

i

)
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CKOOOO0OOPOOKC

eratlng in tho placer fields near Golden, In the Houinern part of Santa r
county, is now receiving a large qtmn-tlt- y
There ure
of fine machinery.
ttWtM Dally ill Weekly ly
ten car loads of this machinery,
The Citizen Publishing Company aiioiit
which Is being handled by the. Santa
Ke Central railway, via Stanley staSfcar4 al PaatorTtr far tranamlMWm throssk tha tion. Some pieces of the plant are
maila u Mcond alaaa natur.
very heavy, one piece widening nine
tons, other single pieces weighing
from five to six tons.
pNION ffijLABEi.
"Charles Clossun of Santa Fe has
tho contract tor hauling the maehln-er- v
from Stanley station to Golden.
It ls doiilitful if tho Plant will be in
Official Paper of Bernalillo CountyT ,,ar,, H,i ready for operation Inside
And City of Albuquerque
of sixty days, but undoubtedly it will
be ready at that time or thereabouts.
nroa Dltpttchn.
MdM
and
This Is an Important enterprise
Larfwt City tri County Circulitlea,
will add materially to tho prosperity
TlM Lirmt Nn Mlc Circulto.
It will
Northara Arizona Orculitlaa. of southern Santa Ke county.
give employment to h large number of
men and those who are nest iniormeu
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
S.
Pattr kr mIL on yir In aanc.
In fining matters predict that It will
W
Ttoflr hf irmiL vr month- The
u money making proposition.
be
i.00
Wnk br mil on
company controls a large area of
placer grounds and will take water
Dally by Carrier, 60c per month from
four wells to carry on the operwill b rlalivmd In thr ations.
Kvmna Crmnif
Tn
60
4tr St th low rt of 80pawl
fnU
t'T week, or for
"The machinery now being received
monthly.
month, when
MiU
by Colonel Wood for his company Is
tdttrtiilDij Rates Made Known on Application a separator built upon plans and
specifications furnished by Colonel
ua
will
nfr faor byof notifying
HfctiWn
Wood to the Marlon Machinery comth par r.
'inmrdiataity on ny
pany, of Marion, O. While an elabAH Wttera and rmittnra should bo idread to
affair, it is believed by experts
orate
Infta,
CoairaNT.
CrTiMM
Pcklibhino
T
rpraa mony nrdnni that It will prove suceesful in handnd
cHirki. poatnffire
to th' order of the ling the gold
MMt bo mad ptyabl
placer dirt in the exwwipo-ny- .
tensive placer grounds owned by the
oun
company,
Colorado ir.
Automatic 183
"The hauling is a very difficult tin- dertaklng but is being satisfactorily
done by Contractor Closson.

HIE

EVENING CITIZEN

I

To fill your prescriptions any
way but accurately. We have
made and do make a study of
the "know how" in prescrip-

j

I

Montezuma Trust Co.

MINIMUM

for.

CHARGE,

WE SELL YOUR ABILITY

rln your prent conni-tlon- a.
without In ny wny en'lnno
mid Is punned to t id
Our hitvIi o i coiirMi-ntia- l
- in till pri'ent position prov-fthe mun whow-icr- .
one. Why riot get In touch
hmuiuty to Oil a b.ttir
opportnnith'i now npenl
with gonip of the rr-lln- t
W
all nrU or huh Krad pimltioua
pavln from tl,M)
CI'Tl'nl, Technical and Salesman
tolss)ayear. Ask us for booklet. omccsinlZutioa.

nan

he

917 Chemical Building, St. Louis

WANTED.
at Alvarado hotel.
Pupils in Spanish. Pro".
Props ALVARADO PHARMACY
Mrntoya, 220 North High street.
r WANTED Typewriting and stenoFirst St. and Gold Ave.
graphic work. Miss Hlackall. The
Both Phones )
Alvarado.
I WANTED Girl for general house-work- .
KOOOOCK0C-pOC000Mrs. James F. Drown, 112
North Walter street.
W A N T E D Se w I ng
by experienced
dressmaker by the lay, or at her
home. 930 South Third street.
Gentlemen's second-hanCauses Physical and Mental Break- WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
down J. H. O'RIelly A. Co. GuaranBouth of viaduct. Send address and
tee that
Will Strengthen the
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Stomach.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO.

V'ANTKI
ANTED

Hellbov

V

AN ARM.
playing on

i

n

15e.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEV MEXICO

Make your wants
known ttiroujn
these columns.

sertlon.

HAPQOODS (Inc.), Oral a Broken

Last Saturday, while
ACTOR FRIEND OF MAYOR DAVID some box ca's near the ice house,
S. ROSE GIVEN A TOUCH OF Earl Poison fell and broke his right
arm just above the wrist, says the
HIGH LIFE IN TUCSON.
Williams News. He says that he has
and learned a lesson and 'will not play
Frederick Wyatt, short-hortenderfoot, actor and member of the there again. This should also be a
troupe appearing In "Dora Thome," warning to the boys who daily board
native of Milwaukee, Intimate ae- - the passenger trains and ride. It will
qualntance of Mayor D. S. Rose and only he a question of time until some
injured or
WJIHam F. Kirk, the humorist, had Cf th'-are severely
an experience last evening which he killed.
will never forget, rays the Tucson
Citizen. He is no longer tender. Hei cnnccT PKFBVFS ARF CAVITY
ig thoroughly initiated, and a pair of
thirteen inch guns would not scare ONE THOUSAND RANGERS WILL
lilm now.
ON FIRST REBE EMPLOYED
Like the humorist. Kirk, who was
SERVE BY JULY 1.
initiated here more than a year ago
Into the mysteries 'of western life,
a
Wyatt arrived in this city fully ex - The following is an extract from
.1
1 Hst;,;
lectlng to see every citizen wearing
pair of pistols a

I"'

BANK INSTITUTIONS

'

4- -

$100,000

Capital and Surplus

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

tion work.

iiiiphoiii

BOX CARS
AND BROKE

looklno

'906.

9,

COLUMNS

One cent per word, each lev

Here you'll find
what you've been

We Cannot Afford

yr

FROM

WANT

POPULAR

MARCH

i

The Citizen's Classified Colomns Promote Business

la-p-

FLED FELL

FRIDAY,

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

You Cannot Afford
To take any chances of having1
your prescription
filled accurately.

ri

SIX SHOOTER ROARED
SHORTHORN

CITIZEN

EVENING

Faulty Digestion

d

TO EXCHANGE I have property In
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltn
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.

Money

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
St

Loan

Co

4

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on

On

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as bJga
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts ot the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Utmk

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

FINE RANCH
One mile from Postoffice.

MALE HELP WANTED.
Few people realize the intimate
lation between the mind and the stom- WANTED Men In each statu to
14 ACRES
ach. Worry nnd excessive mental
travel, post signs, advertise and
ALFALFA
work react on the digestive system,
leave samples of our goods. Salary
LARGE ORCHARD
while on the other hand the greatest
$75.00 per month. $3.Ut) per day for
HOUSE
cause of nerve and brain impoverish
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. s.,
ment is a weak or faulty digestion.
Atlas block, Chicago.
Just as soon as you find that, your
FOR RENT.
house on North
Also
food is not properly digested, that you
Fifth street, three blocks from Railtaste it after eating, that the tongue FO"RREN"Tl!He
is furred, the breath heavy, the apat 2U7 North Fifth street. Maynard road avenue. This must go.
petite poor, the head occasionally
Gunsul.
dull and aching, begin tlie use of
bOH RENT Four, five anu
PORTERFIELD CO.,
houses. W. H. McMillion, real es
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
It ls a guaranteed cure for all distatp dealer, 211 West Gold avenue.
eases of the stomach, excepting can- FOR"
brick
RENT A four room
cer. It is not a patent medicine, and
rtZu'lheguniMe6 ymmg
on North First street, close Notarial
house,
c..Tn
work and conveyancing.
at
D.nwr,
physicians,
formula
its
to
is furnished
in. Call tit Rankin & Co.'s, or at
man weird tales about the shooting
druggists,
intelligent
people
and
all
(117
Pueblo
street.
Old
and
.'n'oforp
North First
iron play in the
lulv 1" said Chief Fores- who may desire It.
differs
from any other remedy on the mar- FOR RENT Furnished cottage Hats,
one ti three rooms, from $5 to $15;
-- ' - '
ket, both in its lasting effects and in
to
' '
and await the company there. Theo
also furnished tent. Apply to Mrs.
n J.r. the manner in which it is sold, that
ro
cre
manager refused flatly and with trem7)
024
of
street,
end
John
east
Norris.
present.
is. on a guarantee that it will cost
Wvotf jtfmtl tjf he ly 70U rangers employed at
viaduct.
it, cures.
nothing
unless
1,1
"
"'
peace
'
T ",' . ".. v.
train here yesterday. He found
Ask J. H. O'Kielly & Co. to show
u.mg .iu ...e
FOR SALE.
and quiet and had about regained h.s '"creaseu.
Is , accruing in the treas-- , you the guarantee
money
they give with
whlrh
composure when the play ended last ury througii the grazing regulations every fifty-cenFO iTADFOieaild tTTrniTeTcli eap.
box of
J. W. McQtiade, 234 North Walter
imposed
Stockmen
j
recently
were
Then jus. as Wyatt was thinking
No.
street.
parlors,
Rambinl,
her
at
l's.
OS
"-i'"
"ie
m tj
he wciu il soon be en- alt
209 West Railroad
avenue. Is pre- FOR SALE All lots in Coionada
ilyU . la- - frightened
'
out of seven almost $3u0.Oimi a day for the privilege
treatgive
pared
scalp
thorough
to
L. McSpadden, 300 South
reser-racke- t
T.
Place.
in
oforest
grazing
herds
of
the.r
years' growth by hearing a terrific vatlons.
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
Broadway.
5' ro
v?
just outside his dressing room
sm
then went on to bunions and ingrowing nails. She SELL, REN 1' UK TRADE uisl your
door. He opened the door and found &yiorestfr Pinchot
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
an gives massage treatment and manicurwould
tha",,e
"nnounce
zH
emp.oyes
.Electrician
of
house
iwo
South Broadway.
of candidates for the po ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
Johnson and Frank Pollock, apparent examination
up
complexion
cream
of
builds
the
ranger,
and
cf forest reserve
t'Ult SALE UR TRADE A good busily engaged in a quarrel. Words soon sition
number that skin and Improves the complexion,
ness for city property. T. L. Mcgave way to six shooters. In a twink- said that the larger theIt would
Injurinot
is
guaranteed
to
and
be
please
would
apply
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
better
the
and
lieing
burned
ling powder was
ous. She also prepares a hair tonic
cottage,
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
FOR SALE New four-rooWyatt, deathly pale, fled from the him. The duties of forest ranger are
prevents
cures
and
dandruff
that
and
fires and see
two lots. West Baca avenue. In
stage shouting "murder" in a voice to look out fornotforest
falling
out;
hair
life
to
dead
restores
cut or taken away.
that timber is
quire at No. 412 West Lend avenue.
that could be heard for several blocks.
DENTISTS.
draws a salary of $75 per hair; removes moles, warts and su- FOR SALE Indian trading
post;
He rt turned ten mlnntes later to in- A ranger begin,
perfluous
a
powder,
a
Also
hair.
face
own
furnlslies
his
to
month
and
all
a
business.
paying
good location and
vestigate the casualties. He found
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad-way- .
Dental Surgeon.
the stage hands and the members of outfit.
are
preparations
cure.
All
of
these
to
required
men
be
"Will
these
was
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
his company awaitin; him. He
vegetable
compounds.
purely
Have
high
something
art
know
about
the
bravery'Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
heartily congratulated for his
just added a vibrator machine for FOR SAi.M Furniture and Household the
of forestry?" was asked.
'phones. Appointments made by
Both
West
701
at
Call
goads
for
sale.
"No," said Mr. I'inchot. "I would treatment of scalp, face, and cure of
Copper avenue, from 9 to 11 a. m., mall.
DARING ATTEMPT
used for rheumarather a man would know the art of wrinkles, it is also
except Sundays.
Edmund J. Alaer, O. D. S.
saddling a pack animal and maintain tism, pains and massage.
avenue.
Office
No. 308 Railroad
also swing
TO STEAL CATTLE Ing himself in the mountains than anyFOR SALE Furniture,
A Lively Tussle.
dressmakers' hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Ing
mirror ' and
thing else. The fine points of forestry
401
with that, old enemy of the race, con
North p. m. to B p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
large cutting table.
FROM THE PASTURES OF CATTLE will follow in proper time. One thing stipation,
pointments made by mail.
often
in appendicitis.
ends
street.
Fifth
I
RIVER.
RED
is
understood,
ON
must
THE
RAISER
and that
have
To avoid all serious trouble with stom- FOR SALE Cheap,
&
Fairbanks
persons
cripples
or weak
need
that no
LAWYERS.
power gasoline enOno of the most daring attempts apply, for they will not be taken into ach, liver and bowt'ls, tako Dr. King's
Morse
New Life Pills. They perfectly reggine, suitable for small pumping
at cattle stealing ever made in New the service."
Bernard S. Rodey.
without pain or
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuado.
Mexico was made by unknown parAlbuquerue
ATTORN
spoke with grati- ulate these organs,
Forester
Pinciiot
A good N. M. Prompt attention given to all
lies on Monday, March 5, says the fication of the cordial manner in discomfort. 25c at all drug stores.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Raton Ranse. A bunch of twenty-eigh- t which he was received by the stockSchumaker piano. A bargain. T. business pertaining to the profession
from men of the west al the recent conven
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
beef steers disappeared
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway. Will practice In all courts of the territhe pasture of - Alex Wersonick on tion in Denver. He said he thought
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise tory and before the United State
Red river, a few- miles south of this their points of difference in regard to
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 00 land office.
UNDERTAKER.
and the Imposition cf tax for grading
Monday Mr. Wersonick
city.
South Broadway.
Ira M. Bona.
Colo. Red 115. b'OR SALE A handsome Harduian
uon, Alex, went to the pasture after herds In forest reserves had all been Auto, 'phone 316.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
A. BORDERS,
some beef cattle to butcher and when settled, and that the forestry bureau
piano, In flue condition and almost N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
no
to
City
were
Undertaker.
cattle
arrived,
there
they
For particu- lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
new, at a bargain.
would have the hearty sup)it of catBuilding. Black
Club
fcutcher. They began to make a care- tle men and sheep men from now on. Commercial
lars, call at this office.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
$5.
cat"hearse,
white
and
ful search, and decided that the
A large amount of money has already
A good paying hotel in
SALE
FOR
came
Wersonick
R. W. U. Bryan.
Mr.
tle were stolen.
been collected from stockmen since
rtmall town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
BEAUTY CULTURE.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
to town lo notify Sheriff I.ittrell, and ihe grazing regulations went into efBroadway.
South
que, N. M. Office, First National
Alex Wersonick, Jr., still continued fect.
number of
sufficient
a
After
M. HELENA LEONARD,
barMRS.
FOR SALE $25,0uu rancn at a
building.
searching.
After awhile he, discov- rangers have been placed in 1he field,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
gain; will take small property In Bank
ered the trail of the cattle, which he tin money will be used In constructlatest
The
or
city.
York
E. W. Dobson.
phone
exchange. ' Write, wire,
Late of New
followed, going up a steep mountain ing trails through forest reserves.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWup to date
Office Crcm
303
appliance
McSpadden,
scientific
L.
and
F.
with
talk
for about a mile. After reaching the
fo- - treatlne the hair, face
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Broadway.
methods
South
ap
who,
top, he discovered a rider,
KILLING OF SERGEANT
en,j gca!p
Complexion steaming aad
SALE A good general merchanpartntly, was guarding the cattle.
ARCHITECTS.
juniN ivicje.iima. (.leaching; manicuring and shampoo FOR
dise and grocery business, with meat
WerWlhen ihe thief discovered Mr.
F. W. Spencer aDd V. O. Walling
at 11 Jl- - ing. Electrolytic
ird has been received
water
automatic
buildings
for
included,
and
market
rooms 46 47. Barnett building
sonick, he made good lime in getting lno'lk, Ariz., of the killing of Sergea nt massage,
avenue.
il:i West Gold
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300 ford,
rent.
er - !j0hn Mchnkins at Fort Apache last
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
away over the rocks and hills.
279.
phone
Auto
Broadway.
North
sonick having no gun, was unable to Sunday i veiling, says the Argus, and
NOTARY PUBLIC.
FOR SALE Hotel, European plan;
:in,.v shooting McJenkins the assas
.aptui'e the thief. The cattle, after
CIVIL ENGINEER.
new
in
20
furnished
rooms,
newly
ba-Sjn, s rfvant
released, started on a run
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
nuis l.oden, remarked:
building: best location in city; a Office with
J. R. Farwell,
W. B. Chiblers, 117 Vrl.it
"You broug.it II ou yourself, Mac," and'
to the pasture.
proposition.
Reason
fine
business
Building.
Gold avenue.
Sheriff Littri-l- l will spare no pains (.,,, turned the gun on himself and) Room 23, N. T. Armljo
poor
Address,
health.
selling,
for
lo capture the thief or thieves, as ,)ut a )Ulet through his own head.'
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDEK.
F. .1 this office.
DRS. W. H. & J. D. NUSBAUM,
there must have been more than one. .tc.eil,ins was insiantly killed, l.odi n
F(Ar"SAI.frIMa-kMoiiorcir'nn(- l
BarOut; alone could hardly have managed js K,i ;.lie, ,w i,as regained eon-A. L. Morgan.
Physicians and Surgeons,
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatchto drive Hie cattle and keep litem
,mly a few
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
Office over Hiekox & Maynard s Jewing; 7.1 cents per setting. Ed.
in. ins, since he committed the deed.
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
elry Store, Second street.
opposite court bouse, In old cheerfully furnished: Job work solla
A the time of
killing, (here were
town
r
DR. R. L. HVST,
ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
passed utwecn the ,
COLO BULLION COMPANY
FOR SALE $700 will Puy equity in 911 North Second street, AiDuquer
men. Inn in 'he pa.--t they had had
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
on the best que, N. M.
residence
'rouble and Mc.leukins ranked ."den,'
MACHINERY
HEAVY
HAULING
Tuberculosis treated with
lv,H
street
in the city; wlil rent for $45
"'l',s- was "Kv:l.v
PHYSICIANS.
GerFOR TREATING GOLD DIRT TO a'"' "
Electrical Current aud
F. L
A
month; owner leaving tov.
"f
wrii'
"'"
day
ITS MINING CLAIMS.
given
each
micide.
Treatments
Brr.fldway.
McSpadden.
303
South
ten iii a book toiltld on l.oden's body. from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
tim-ciasdouble-ba- r
Physician and Surgeon
"I am on my way to kill my in
Homeopathic
A
FOR
F. O. Jiuell of San Pedro, who is in 'read:
SALE
attendance. Both 'phones.
Room 25, Whiting building, over
charge of the property of the Santa worst enemy."
reled, 12gauge shotgun; bran new
Vann's drug store. Automatic
never has been used; onp of th
Ft! Gold and Copper company, at thai
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
410.
of
telephone,
The
Call
best
Citizen
at
IMtint. and who is foreman ol the
makes.
COMING EVENTS
present United States grand Jury, at
flee for particulars.
Practice limited to Eye. Ear, Nose
LAND MATT ERS.
Santa Fe, talked to a representative
and Throat.
FOR SALE Tho oldest and best, es9
Kerry
March
Gerry.
lroin
coas
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
of the New Mexican on the operations
H. W. S. Otero,
tablished candy kitchen and ice
March 24 lUb i y's Royal Italian lines. Office, 31314
West Railroad
of the Gold HuT.ion Mining company,
parlor in Albuquerque.
ice en-aUnited States Court Commissioner,
band.
avenue.
and said:
Second sljcet, 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
Call at 211 South
March 31 Charles Hanford ComHour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
"Colonel .1. A. Wood, manager of
and investigate.
to matters before the land office.
pany
opShakspearlan
Plays.
company,
in
p. m
the Gold Bullion Mining
auTi
Grocery
FOR SALE $1,800.
Market. This Is an exceptionally
low price for this business. A fine
Doing iv good business
location.
very month in the year. A very
bright and attractive store. Rent,
(
$35.
lose in. N. Peach ci Co..
2oKi2 West (rold avenue.
FORTs A
TKADE- - Afe you Interested In mines? I have some
said t0 be good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-

auiQlQSSQ Oil

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

five-roo-

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

six-roo-

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD9
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

-

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

"h

Depository for Atchison, Topeka
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of Albuquerque, Mew Mexico
Capital Paid in
Surplus and Profits.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
HERN DON, Cashier; Roy
E. A. MIERA,

FARR,

Vice

Presidont;

J.

B.

Assistant Cashier;

McDONALD,

I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

Q

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
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ESTABLI SHKD 1871

"OLD RELIABLE"
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WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Sou tn west.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N.

RAILI DAD AVENUE

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

M.

G

RUPPE

B.

E FSLL

NEXT TO BANK

OF COMMERCE

203 W. Ratfroad Ave.

At Consistent Prices
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$100,000 00
17,000 00

President; Wm.

O. N. MARRON,

i

I

Santa Fe Railway Company

The State ilationa IBank
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$500,000.40
$250,000.00
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Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

I

1

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

.J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

first-clas-

High-Frequeu-

PAINT

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

-

OVVia

j

Uiurr--

,

longest, most
measure.

' " I.J

economical,

'

PAPER

BUILDING
. o

T

,

full

Always

Tin,.

,.

Paint. Glass, Sash Doors, tte

FIRST PTREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. H.

T

-

GOLD COIN FLOUR
THE BEST, THE CHEAPEST

ASK YOUB GROCER FOR

GOLD COIN FLOUR

i.ER

way.
FOR SALE OR TRAuiv 2 rooming
houses. T. 1.. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.

BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
I have some ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
M c s PA fi I)E
he v x c L a u ga man.
See hint for business escbauges.
3"0 South Broadway.

TO EXCHANGE

NT

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE NEWS

0

GOLD COIN FLOUR
HAS NO RIVAL IN ITS LINE
MAKES MORE BREAD. ASK FOR

GOLD COIN FLOUR

0

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN
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DEMING ENJOYS

A

STEADY GROWTH

A

Boarding

Houses Fdl and
New Cottages Bespoken
Before Completed.

NEW

WATER

PLANT

LOTS IN EASTERN ADDITION TO BE SOLD AT

PUBLIC AUCTION

A
A

Special Correspondence.
Doming, N. M., Marcn 8. The steany
Improve-nifn- t
nnd constantly Increasing
in Deming la becoming more
and more apparent to the naked eye
of late. New cottages, which have
gradually and almost Imperceptibly
been filling up the vacant lots around
town, are now springing up In such
numbers as to force themselves on
the notice cf even the transient visitor; the yards and small orchards
about town are Improved, also neces-strllof gradual growth, and are beginning to show decided evidence of
the time and care spent on them, and
the new water works, which promise
the long desired and greatly needed
facilities for both house and garden,
has set up Its permanent advertisement, that all who run may read, In
the way of Its seventy-fivfoot stand-pipe- ,
which can be seen 'for miles out
f town.
Ralph Ely is putting In his forty
acres Just outside of town, in farm
products of all kinds, and three miles
west of the city J. A. Oarr lias bought
:120 acres and Is storting
In, with
practical methods, and good material,
for building up a still larger farming
tract. Between them, we are all con
fidently expecting to see proven the
long mooted statement that Denting
land, with proper treatment and sufficient water, can produce as fine fruit
and vegetables as any Imported from
California.
New people, business men as well
as health seekers from all over the
country, are pouring Into town, and
accommodations for our new citizens
are all too limited. The boarding
houses are full and there is need and
demand for more, and as for cottages,
the new buildings are spoken for
long before they are finished.
Doming is not booming, but what is
far better, it is growing, slowly, but
with ever increasing sureness.
Brown & Solinace are putting In a
large irrigation power plant six miles
cast of Deming, and are preparing to
put 1.000 acres In cultivation. They
have developed a water supply of
5,0(i(
gallons per minute. I understand, also, that they have let contracts for canals and laterals, approximating twenty miles, and the
reports new enland commissioner
tries of land contiguous to the canal,
of over 8,000 acres. The object of
this canal Is to catch and store the
flood waters cf the Mtmbres river for
the purpose of additional irrigation
supply. The new city water company
have completed their plant and are
making service connections very rapidly. The test of their fire hydrants
will be made' In a day or two, under
an eighty-fivfoot head pressure.

SATURDAY, MARCH
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7TH

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

Look over the ground and decide what you want to bid on
before the sale. Auction to be held at 2 o'clock in the afternoon and 7 o'clock in the evening in vacant store-roo- m
on Second Street in First National Bank Building

$5 Down Balance $5 per Month

A

LOTS 7. 8.
LOT8 7, 8,

A

LOTS
LOTS

A

LOTS
LOT8
LOTS
LOTS
LOT8

A

LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS

A

9, 10, 11, 12
9, 10, 11. 12
7, 8, 9. 10, 11, 12
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
1, 2, 3, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11. 12
1, 2, 5, 6, 11, 12
7, 8
1, 2, 7, 8
5, 6
1, 2, 7, 8

BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

A SURETY INVESTMENT GO.,

24
33

LOTS 3, 4, 5, 6, 9
LOT8 2, 3
LOT8 9, 10, 11, 12
LOTS 5, C, 7, 8, 11.
LOTS 1, 2, 7, 8,

34

43
25
32

LOTS 1, 2, 7, 8
LOT8 8, 7
LOTS 1. 2, 3, 4. 8, 6
LOTS 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
LOTS 7, 9, 10, 11, 12
LOTS 1, 2, 3, 4
LOTS 7, 8
LOT 4

35

42
47
65

54
50
53

Owners.
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"Mexican Pete" Everetts, an
heavyweight, is out with an announcement that he wants to get In
the game again. , Why does he say
again?

old-tim- e

a

AFFAIR.

divorce suit with an unusual
back of it was tried In district
court yesterday at Phoenix, says the
Republican. It was the case of Salomon W. Basham against Elizabeth
Basham. The suit was brought on ..ie
ground of desertion of eighteen years
stanulng. The separation of the eoup.e
took place In Pueblo, Colo., In 1S88.
The plaintiff, in his testimony, suiu
that there was another man in the
case and the house and he gave his
wife her choice. He had some property there, but he left that with her.
His wealth when he walked away
consisted of the clothes he wore and
his blanket.
After wandering about the country
he came to Phoenix twelve years ago
and built himself a home which he desired to protect by means of this
divorce proceedings. He said that he
saw his wife four years ago in Denver.
He called upon her for the purpose of
seeing his two children, who were yet
living at home. He was sitting in the
house talking to 1iIb wife, who pointed
to a man outside the house and said
he was her husband and that het
name was Perkins.
She said that she had heard that
Uashaai had gone to Washington and
having heard that he was dead she
remarried.
The plaintiff started to leave the
house and met Perkins, who invited
him to stop and make a visit. He did
so, remaining two weeks. The decree
was granted and It was adjudged that
his home belongs to him. He Is a
highly esteemed resident of this city
and is active in religious work.
A

PRICE

Bav

"Dr. Ch

orl.s . ond .Wife-

-

M
He v. Vr. Milton Ross Charles, his been In the orient for some time.
wife
and Infant daughter, Grace, They were warned and escaped with
whose pictures appear above, were other Americans in a houseboat on

among the American missionaries
who narrowly escaped death at the
hands of an infuriated mob of Chinese,
that killed six of their associates at
Nanchang recently. Dr. Charles and
family hail from Ada, Ohio, and have

the Yang-tsriver, braving many
dangers and hardships before a point
of safety was reached.
The upper picture shows the mission at Kiu Kiang where the refugees
finally found protection.
e

CHICAGO TO HAVE 300,000 JOHN SMtTHS

Manager Griffith still has hopes or
luring Dave Fultz from his Wall street
law office, but Fultz persists that his
baseball days are over. He did not
accompany the team south on ji
training trip,
O

chill of winter, departed Nash and
Lyons for Wichita, Kan., where they
had an offer to play with the Missouri
Valley association,
BASE BALL "DOPE."
An effort Is being made to reor-

ganize the Mcintosh browns as the
team to represent AJMiquerque during
the coming base ball season. Frank
Houston, the sporting goods man, is
at the head of the movement, and In
making a canvass of the material lie
has at hand, finds that lie could put
a team In the field within a week.
Roy McDonald,
whose duties as a
banker took him from the game last
year, has issued the following declaration:
"I will be In the game this
year a little for exercise, but I am not
going to let base ball interfere with
my work."
Roy will probably handle the big
mitt for the Browns In the early
games.
Dan Gallegos, the pitcher, Is ready
for the opening of the season. Gallegos Is one of the few players that
have done any practicing this spring.
Gallegos could go In the box tomor-

Alexandria

a

n

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
department of the Interior, United
States Iuind Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
.narcn 8, iyue.
Notice Is herebv elven that th fnl
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice or his Intention to make final
proof In supiiort of his claim, under
sections lt and 17. of the act of March
3, 1891. (2G Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of Februnry 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M..
on April 17. 190ti, viz., Kmlllo Sanchez,
for the small holding claim No. 2072,
in sections 24 and 25, township 7
north, range 2 east.
Ho names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Per-altN. M.; Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Fernlnlo Perea, of
Peralta. N. M., and Manuel Alderete,
.of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
cf the Interior department, why such
proof should not bo allowed, will be'
given an opportunity at the alove
mentioned time and place to
the, witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL It. OTERO.
Register.

Notice is hereby given that an election will be held in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday.
April 8, 1906, between the hour of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. ot
Bald day, at the following polling
places.
First Ward-Cl- ty
Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chaa.
Chadwiok ft Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. II.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fouith Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At which said election the qualified
electors of the said City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, residing within tho
limits of the Bald city, shall choose
the following officers:
One Mayor-F- or
a term of tvo
years;
One City Clerk For a term of two
years;
One City Treasurer For a term ot
two years.
Two Members of the City Council
from the First Ward One for a term
of four years and one for a term of
two years, to fill out an unexpired
term.
One Member ot the City Council
from the Second Ward For a term
of four years;
One Member of the Cltv rmmcii
from the Third ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the City Council
from the Fourth Ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the Board of Education from the First Ward For a
term of four years;
Two Members of the Board of Education from the Second Ward On
for a term of four years, and one for a
term of two years, to All out an unexpired term.
One Member of the Board of Education from the Third Ward For a
tern of four years;
One Member of the Board of Education from the Fourth Ward For a
tern of four years;
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.

Young Corbett is in "Frisco, and
practically broke. He Is known as a
piker at the race tracks and now
planks down $1 and $2 beta. In Oils row.
flush days he thought nothing of betOther material at hand are Helwig,
ting $1,000 on a race. He is studying Ortiz, the Hale boys, Clancy. Kunz,
a system on "how to be happy, though
Colns and Allen. The latter two are new to the Albuquerque
broke."
fans, but Houston vouches for their
O
'
"Buttons" Brlgss, one of the four ability on the diamond.
men traded by Chicago to Brooklyn
These players are expected to bo
for Sheckard, refuses to sign with out to Traction Park on Sunday afthe Superbas and says he will turn ternoon for practice.
outlaw unless his pay check is materially boosted. Maloney and McCarthy, THE GLOBE MINERS
NOTICE
two of tho other men who figured in
RECOVERING FROM DISASTER
the deal, are also hanging bttek waitNotice is hereby clven that an elc- ing for more money.
tion will be held in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
Tom O'Rourke's tine Tuxedo club, THE OLD DOMINION MINE WILL
SOON RESUME WORK.
April 3, 190li, between the hours of
just outside of Philadelphia, where it
o'clock a. ni. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
was announced twenty-rounbouts
A visit to the Old Dominion mine
said day, at the following polling
would be pulled off, Is in a fair way
and smelter shows that wonderful
places:
to cost its promoters a lot of money. energy
First Ward City Hall.
Tae authorities refuse to Issue per- agementhas been exerted by the manin getting things In working
Second Ward At office of Chaa.
mits for fights to be held there and
after tho serious disaster of
Oadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
the club house can be used to little order
last we. k, says the Globe, Ariz., Regtnird Ward At office pf E. H.
advantage for any o lier purpose.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
is :er. The Kisses have been nearly
driven
Fourth
Ward Near corner of Copout
the
of
mine, and but little
The killing of Harry Tcnny In a
per tvenuo and Third street.
prize fight by Fraukie Nell has re- of it is found in several of the levels.
At which election the question of
The ninth level Is In working order.
sulted in the Issuance of an order by
authorizing the issuance of Three
the San Francisco ati'horitles putting Rnd ;i force of miners are at work In
Hundred Thousand ($300,000) Dollars
the ban on prize fighting there. What It extracting re. This is true of two
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
the authorities should do would be to or tiiree others, and the force is being
.''ew Mexico, to purchase and extend
put a ban on the referee who permit daily increased. Ir is safe to say that
tho vnter works now owned by the
rh,,rt ,ime t lit- full force will be
ted the light to continue to its brutali1"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Water Supply company of said city.
work, and ore mined as before the
ending. The referee was responsible
Wilt lie unbmltte.l' t., tha r,,,o1iria.l
t
"
.
:.
tor 1 enny's. death as much as the man
rsmi.ii n..irii.,
r.c
ors or saiu
city, who are the
"...V"
At tl.e old shaft there seems tn he
.
who delivered the fatal blow.
!
more danger than anywhere about
V
8taU.7l ana omre
v m
It Beems the bill to prohibit Sunday the mine. The ground has sunk and
lne WT
(7 XVbuquvlue.
March 5, 190.
baseball in Kentucky was introduced ,n "'
i
"
'
"
is Hereby given that the fol- Mayor.
FRANK
McKEE.
by a member who wanted to gei evou mou'li. and it Is regarded as very uu-- : lowlng-name- d
claimant has filed no- o
with Tebeau because he cut Charlie .,aie o
u.
miniit-not t Ice of his Intention to make final
,
Dexter's salary a; a time when Dexter inn in ;,- nil Kicauy with uie worn-- nrivif In khiitiom ,.f blu i.,i. ,.,i....
NOTICE.
was playing a game so inferior i; ins of 'he mine.
Sections lb and 17 of the act of
Tie4
smeller did not stop &nr a!i.March 3. 1891 (2 stats.
smelled to high heiiv m. The legislaNotice Is hereby given that an
day, but kept on putting its amended bv the act of Pchrunrv L'l election will lu hel.i In th. mi., r
tor happened to be a friend of Dexter's and at the t:i:ie threatened to iihuuI product of great bars of copper. 1893 (27 Slats., 47u), and that ' said Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tues- make It costly for Tebeau. It looks tne supply or ore on nana anil in easy proor will be made before the V. S. '""'. April .ird, lnofj. between the
as though his tlm at will be carried riarh being suflli leiil to meet Its Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, hours of 9 o'clock a. in. and 0 o'clock
tulle.-- t
capacity for a considerable N. M., on April 14, INbfi, viz: Pilar
out.
of saM day. at the following
Vigil, for the l.ot 1, Sec. 2.",. T. 7 N voting places:
time.
Albuquerque fan.- - sympathize with
Not a trace has been f und of the R. 2 E., nnd in See. Ho. T. 7 N. R. j!
'"t Ward City Ha!I.
the Meadow City fans. Albuquerqii" remains of the three men who lost r... lot 2, Sees. 2ii and 2H, T. 7 N., R
becond Ward At otnee of Chas.
has had exuerienc. with base ball their lives by being overcome with '2 E.. and Tract A in lot o, in See. 2o Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Piayeis, the niajoiry or whom seemil(. Miioke, fire and gasses that over ". 7 N., R. 2 E., and Tract II. io: 3,
iu'rd Ward At office of E. II.
to be l:i the same t lus when it comes tt helmed them while down In the old Hf,c 25, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.. and Sue. 2, Dllnliar- " South Third street.
to their fidelity to .ay manager, Kant, khat'
l'ourth Ward Near corner of Cop- relieve and rescue the miners T. (! N., R. 2 E.
town or aggre-.- i : n. Money talks, ju in- lower levels and it is very' He names the following w il nesses I'er avenue und Third street,
At which said election the question
with bae ball player.-.- a.s it does with probable that their bodies were en to prove bis actual continuous adverse
every class of lun auity. Last yearti-e;possession of said tract for twenty ,f authorizing tho Issuance of Thirty
en mated.
years next i)recedini' tin. snrvev ..f Thousand ( $30.000 Dollars of tionda
las Vegas harl th.. list tenm In the!
tlle township, viz:
!"f the said City of Albuquerque, Neweouthwebt. and ta.- people of the town!
POUND SALE.
iviward r. Otero, o( AKitiqtierque, Mexico, io erect and build a city
secured winter ber'l.s for some of tb"
uuiiuing, win ie submitted to the
N. M .; Sisto Ilaco y Uuca. of Albu
Players, so as to
them for this,, ,,.,,wn M,I1V, ab'-u6 years old,
querque. N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Al- - qualified electors of said city, who
year. Atuonir thoi-- who aeceoo.il the
.
.
"
,,.,,,,,
one ..wo....
on
umnucu
ie
ami
ioul
hopltality ot th,City
' ?V M.: Placido Salazar y are the owners of real or personal
i,.ft flank- - also !i.
ilh w
property, subject to taxation, within
Otero, of Albuquerque. N. M.
e
t.iuslasis during
winter were ix p;r'-G
years
pony about
old,
with'
.
.
.
i) frn. the said City or Albuquerque,
wno lies re
Nevr
1'itchcr Nash, th,nineteen Inning v.i:St lace and tour
white egs. Vl.ilmiiuvafiainst lhp al!uwaUP(,
of ',,,, Mexico,
be r Id m city smnd Monday morn-,..,
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
nmf.
ul, i,n.v ,.t
ir.uMarc.i i. at i' o chick.
tlal reason under the laws and reguTHOMAS McMII.LIN
EVERYBODY WRITES ABOUT IT.
Ilin-ir- l
Til tl lit
lations of the Interior
City Marshal.: why such proof should not be allowed
On last Thursday evening a pleaswill be given an opportunity at the ant surprise was given by the friends
above-meloned time and place to and neighbors or Mr. and Mrs.
YE SCRIBE IS NERVOUS.
the witnesses of said Low rev and family at the home, of
thai we will ifet a ......
W.
claimant
to offer evidence In Mrs. Lowrey's parents, Win, Orissln-Ki- r
;..,re- - Mi,, Aii.e Kot married.
and
We
and wife. (Two accounts cf thin
l,mL
'
u oy ciaini- nap.
if
rs
would waste so "V"""'
she
woi.der
party were In type when this comit' ")e scribe" would
get ant.
much
munication
MANUEL R. OTERO.
arrived. Ed.) Pleasant
married If we thought they would!
Home correspondent. West Salem (O.)
Register.
we wo, ild - 'empted to refrain from,
Reporter.
correspondent,'
.ye ram.- Subscribe for The Citizen and get
-.
t
Antwerp .).
the news.
Try a Citizen want ad.
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CROCER

FOR

GOLD COIN

"
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YOUR

was

princess of
and was born
24, 1879.
She married
Prince Christian of Denmark in 1898
and became crown princess at the
death of King Christian.
Mecklenburg-Schwerl-

DecemlKT

cross-examin-

Chicago, March U. if the plans of of a lalmr organization here is to give
union labor are carried tut, Chicago his name as John Smith the purpose
being to render the directory useless.
BLOODY FIGHT IN WICKEN- will soon be known as "Smithtow n." This, in the opinion of Klward Nock-els- ,
BURG MINING CAMP
The city directory, this year, is tJ
secretary of the Chicago FederaWickenburg, a mining town near
thop and, tion of i.alr, will Increase the Smith
Phoenix, was the scene of a bloody be printed in a
as a result, each and every member family in this place about 300,000.
duel between two Mexicans as a
of which one of the participants
is in a hospital at Prescott, whrv the
FIRST RUSSIAN PARLIAMENT.
l
MERCHANT TAILORING
other is in Maricopa county jail.
Knclnas is the man in custody,
Called the duuia.
but the wounded man's name is not UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
Flection of members begins April
BAMRAILROAD
O.
AVENUE.
known here.
7th.
BINI, PROPRIETOR
The two, after drinking liquor, beFirst session May Imh.
gan to quarrel and each called the
My mercnani tailoring gtiop Is up
Ignorance of voting will g'.ve peas- other vile names. Thereupon, Kncls
nas drew his knife and thrust it in'o stairs over ?.o. 209 West Railroad
small representation
Most elect inn places will be under
the breast of his antagonist. The lat- nue, where I solicit the patronage of
ter also drew a knife, but his assail- the public. All work guaranteed first j martial rule.
Leading legislative topic will
ant was too quick for him. The blade class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
penetrated the lung nd the wound fc; perlence In the business. Suits made' finances.
experted to prove fatal. If so, Kncl- to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and' One bill places heavy taxes on
The specific 1 use will not ari's of corporal inn officials.
nas will bo charged wi;h murder.
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments.
Vast foreign loan to be sanctioned,
cost you u cent to try also cleaned and walking skirts made
Parliament will be aked to uct
It wi.l nostrongly' against violence of property
Stomach and Liver to order. (Jive me a trial.
Chamberlain's
O. BAMBINI.
rights
Tablets, and they are excellent for
o
Karly stepn to bo taken against
toiii;uh troubles and constipation.
I'ncle J:e Cannon
tin re are no il,.B and other dependent peoples.
Ct a fr.ee sample at any drug store bosses
in the house of representatives
Hill prepared gives peasants right
Right, uncle Joe. right. But flu-ris to buy realty inUliiig-- on easy pay
Ladies, Riding Ltggings just in.
Stern, the R. R. Ave. Clothier. a boss, isn't th.-rements.
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NOTICE

THE NEW CROW PRINCES

vSoort

Christy Mafaewson has been press
agent for his younger brother, and
that he is a success Is chown in the
trial Johnny McGraw la to give the
younger Mathewson as a pitcher.

OF

story

W

KNIGHT, Auctioneer.

Old Cy Young is taking the baths at
Hot Springs and Is said to be as
young and frisky as Young Cy Young,
or any of the other Cy Youngs of the
vintage of '05.

AFTER MANY YEARS
A
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A DIVORCE COMES
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The Jersey City team has the larg- wonder, and Catcher Lyons. Spring
est baseball park in the world, but is here and base ball will soon be In
not the largtst attendance by any season, and with the departing of the

M. K. S.
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young girl from the west died in Chicago two days
She bore the shame and suffering alone, refusing
even as tne oatK shadow or ninth closed about her, to
reveal the name of the man responsible for uer fate "I
will never tell bis name, and no one shall ever know it
she said, with lips already stiffening. "I don't want him
ever to hear of this, and I love him too much to tell you
his name." Poor little girl! Seventeen vears old. nnd
entering death's pcrtal by the awful path of terror, agony
and public shame:
et somewhere there Is a man who
Is responsible for this misery and this loss.
Some man
Is alive and well today, honored, perhaps, by his friends,
undisgraced and unharmed; yet because of him this
young girl goes into etenrity, after misery unspeakable,
leaving disgrace and grief behind her for all who loved
her.
How can this man bear to live and to think? Man Is
strong, but no man's strength bore the burden some man
placed on this girl's shoulders. Man Is courageous, but
it was the timid woman who faced strangers ami unknown pain in a strange city. Man thinks he loves, but
It was a
who, in her unspeakable misery,
had no thought of reproach, but only sought to shield
and to save some man, even from the pain of knowing
what a hell he had brought upon the one who trusted
him. This girl was from the mountain state west of us
Can it be that among our clean, high hills any man is
hidden who could be guilty of the crime which fears
some man's soul? How we should like to believe that
there is not a man In all tho splendid west capable ot
wronging any woman, much less one young, ignorant and
A

ago.

i

hnrd

around tho world, nnd thnt tin- - sun nvvvr eels on
dominions. IUr Has floats as proudly an ever from the
masts of her mighty navy. llor army est:Ulislinient
never was stronger thnn It 'la today. Hut, afier all. It Is
net from such things as these that a nations real great
ness and glory is measured. It is not the countries with
the most glorious history and the widest possessions
which have the most contented population.
Kngland Is a reat and wealthy country still, but
that does not mean that her people are prosperous. They
of unemployed are hut surface inare not.
dication of the vital fact that. Kngland has lost mastery
no
of the commercial conditions of this use England is
to
Is
soon
longer going forward; and nit to go forward
cona
as
world
day
co backward. She has had her
are
poeple
fading.
Her
empire
is
of
nnenir. Her dream
confronted with the problem of holding their own In
dustrially. and, being unable to solve It. they see their
property slipping from them, and poverty creeping upon
them.
The latest figures make It officially pialn that the
English birth rate during 19'a was smaller man u "
. i.
oinnn i..rirrU lict'ini to he kent. What doe
this mean? Churchmen say It means that people are
Browing more selfish, preferring to be comfortable with
small families rather than uncomfortable with large ones.
Philosophers say that the English people have become
wiser and nro realizing facts to which they were blind
um.,
liefore one or which is that a Dig pouumuon on
....
Island means low wages ana wreicncu niug.
.
the nation's vitality is becom
...n thnt
""r-icnouu uMLrc.ot.Ml
jng weaker; and yet another, that women are obliged to
compete with men and lose tne tinw and lasie ior
are doubtless true.
mestic life. All
lu--

The-millio-

child-woma-

n,

trustful:

Nature is merciless to the woman. Human creatures
are equally pitiless. Yet somewhere there is a mau who
forgot all this and let a sweet young girl walk with hand
in his to to the edge of a precipice. Then he drew back
and Bhe went over alone. One man? Oh, horrors: to
think that this woman and this man are not alone: To
think that daily, in every community, this instance is
duplicated In all essential points! Does the strength
and honor of manhood mean othlng? Is it not possible
for men to feel so deeply the diabolical wrong of such
crimes that all men will be held in the grip of a genuine
chivalry making impossible such selfish weakness? So
The recent action of the French chamber of deputies long as nature has ordained that another shall bear the
ia passing a measure which provides for an old age pen- penalty of transgression, the very instincts of manhood
should make man's protection of woman as universal as
sixty-fiv- e
sion for workingmen who have passed the age of
humanity.
in
years, has caused renewed interest to be taken
OOOCkX)0000XCK
the project Of old age pens'ions, gays the Dululh
It Is a form of paternalism or socialism which
bust
has made considerable advance in various sections of the
(See
old world. It Is one of the items in the program of the
In
members
a
hundred
From the Fou Track News.
laborite party, which has half
the present English parliament. Germany has had since
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOOi00XXXCX
1888 a system of old age pensions for septuagenarians,
The movement which has for Its watchword-v"S- ee
$25
to
annual payments ranging in amount from about
Europe if you must, buTsee America first," will have'the
about $57. Sweden, Iceland, Finland, Belgium, Austria. hearty support of millions of Americans.
Many of our people have no Idea of tho natural
Roumanla. have all recognized this principle, in some
.
cases making it compulsory in the form of state Insur-- beauty anil grandeur of the scenery ot their own coun
The highest government try.
ance; in others, voluntary.
What a coin fori ll would be if they were able to ex
pensions for old age are probably those ol New Zealand
plain to their European friends the wonderful beauty of
year.
$uo a
of our finest American scenes.
The people of the Vnited States have never mani- a fewSuppose
every American traveler abroad could sat
fested any particular desire for old age pensions, yet in
Kiver.
modified forms the system has made considerable head- isfactorily describe the beauties of the HudsonNiagara
way here. The national government pensions its war the Mohawk Valley, the Adirondack Mountains,
the Thousand Islands of the St.
retire, Chi
veterans and retiies lta officers on half pay, and the Kails, New
ork, Montreal. Ijuenee, Aew Orleans, the
president recommends a pension for the life Baving ser- rac).
Rocky Mountains, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico. Calivice. Some of the large cities retire their policemen,
fornia,
the Yoseniile Valley, tne Columbia River, Oregon,
railroads
Many
pay.
on
half
school teachers and firemen
Washington,
the trip to Alaska, and the Yellowstone
Pennsylthe
notably
have provided for old agf pensions,
Park, with what pride h would dwell upon our possess
vania. HHhoIs Central, tjiiion Pacific. Philadelphia & ions,
our resources nnd our products.
Reading, and the Metropolitan system In New York.
Owing to the wonderful variety of scenery and cli
comGas
Consolidated
by
granted
the
Pensions nre also
pany of New York, the Standard Oil and Carnegie mills mate with whim America Is blessed, "all seasons are
summer,' for travel, and In almost all parts of the coun
at Pittsburg.
try the traveler has the comforts of his own home.
This is particularly true of those fortunate enough
to enjoy the luxuiious trains of the New York Central
lines, the Oreat Central Railway system of America, with
The righteous Indignation more indignant than eastern terminals al New lork, Iloston and Montreal,
their
in
righteous shown by the opponents of statehood
and western terminals at Pittsburg, Cincinnati, St. Loilis,
cry against the injustice of having the question of state- Peoria and Chicago.
state,
proposed
the
of
people
whole
by
settled
the
hood
The New York Central lines have olllces in the
is'' bo evidently a mere prstense as scarcely to deserve principal commercial centers of the east and the west,
have
comment. If it is injustice that Arizona should
and in England, Fiance, Germany. Italv and Austria.
etatehood thrust upon her by New Mexico, what is it where detailed Information can be obtained free of ehurg"
her
to
statehood
denied
have
should
Mexico
New
that
regarding resorts, hotels, rates, routes and service.
by Arizona? Yet that is exactly what is proposed for
X)X00OC00000XK0000000OCGO 9
rights
New Mexico by those overly just shreikers for the
,
of Arizona.
CserinniennyJ's
If New Mexico were offered statehood independently
to
But
of Arizona's action, the case would be different.
Armras' 5?
give Arizona the absolute power lo say that Niw MexFrom the Denver Republican.
ico shall not have statehood to p"t the result of the
whole matter, without appeal or rediess, exclusively In
the hands of Arizona. is an, injustice as deep as hell.
The German atniy of today is the largest nnd most
If the vole, for utalel.ood were to bo absolutely unanimous
in New Mexico, the Foraker amendment would give to fflclent fighting oiganization that the world has ever
the smallest conceivable majority in Arizona the com- seen, and. it lias served as a model for tne armies oi
plete and unquestioned power to eto the New Mexico most other countries, says the March World's Work.
The Austrian army has been organized on methods cop
vote.
In other words, it is giving to one faction in Arizona ied exactly from the Herman system. The Japanese army
the power to crush a vote which In the two territories also took its methods in organization as well us in stratmay be fully four times that of the opponents of state- egy and tactics from Germany and German officers. The
hood. What semblance of justice is there or can there Chinese army has now adopted German methods. Nearly
be In such a proposal? The only justice, possible, in the all the smaller countries of Europe with aspirations to
case, is to leave the decision of the case to the majority military efficiency, have borrowed officers from the Ger
man army to instruct their troops. The Turkish army
of the people within the boundaries of the new slate.
was so organize!.
In the recent war, the largest forces met which had
Mol
ever opposed one another in any conflict. The German
in both im- army, however .could put ifi the field a perfectly equipPrevious records were exceeded in
ports and exports. With the bigness of the nations ped military force eight times larger than the victorious
Japanese army which gained the victory of Mukden. U
sig
commerce we are getting pictly tuiniliar; bin
of more than 4,uo(i,ijou soldiers. Hut in addition
consists
foreign
figures
is Uie fact thai the
nificant thing in the
commerce of this country is rapidly shifting from tin; to the t.iMHi.Mou tiained soldiers, Germany could enroll
east to the west.
The year's total exports from A- i;."oo,oni more men, who, although not trained for service in the fighting line, would, nevertheless, form a valtlantic ports have, since K'U4, increased "- per cent, from
uable reserve for the protection of lines of communicaK.i)
per
per cent and from Pacific ports
KUlf ports
tion and such duties. A very large number of these recunt.
Here is something for us to think about beyond mere set via have bad at least some military training, and in
bigness. This shitl In the tide of commerce is pregnant case of necessity could also l)t. employed In active serWilli serious meaning for every section of the country. vile iuier a brier period of drill and military exercise.
d
It opens our eyes to new possibilities and puts upon us Thus the stupendous number of Id, 000,0110
new responsibilities. This stupendous increase in export men could c mustered under the imperial banner of the
empire, so ti nt the statement that all Germany
trade lo the westward, which has come with scaicely German
any of the ordinary aids to comtneice, is only an indi- is an "armed camp." is absolutely true.
The German empi ror, who, in times of pein e, shares
cation of what may be expected ill tne near future, when
uvv ib,. ariny with bis fellow German sovthe government thall have done for the Pacific coast he authority Um-s ,,f I'.avaria. Saxony and Wiirtemburg,
something ,f what it lias done so libeiaily for that ! ereigns, the
becomes in lime of war supreme, and commander-in-chie- f
the Atlantic.
or "war lord" of the entire military forces of the
empire.
The Denver Republican is evidently afraid thai Hi''
The standing army of Germany consists, Vipproxi-matelverdict of the Idaho courts, in the case of the arrested
of tiuu.iiiii,
half'of this number pnss
onion mine officials, will not be satisfactory to the paper. out of the standingimn. Nearly
army every year and are replaced
This Is a legitimate conclusion from the fact iliat the by an nmul
of fresh recruits. Germany thus
Republican daily continues the trial of the arrested men, produces year number
by year more than a quarter of a million
constituting Itself judge, jury and witness, while it sub- trained
soldiers.
first reserve consists approxistitutes vicious attack for argument and buhl assertion mately, of 1,1011. HimThe
uieti, and the 'Uindwher" consists
for testimony. Tile courts are organized to try those
charged with crime, and there is little fear thai those and Son, 000 men. of whom '.iou.oimi are in the first class
are in the second class. The "I juidsarum"
KUllty of capital offenses will ultimately escape. In such
consists
of i;ou,im men, making a grand total of 4,000.-")i- i.
cases a newspaper should confine itself to giviuy the
news.
The organization oi the army is as simple as it is
efficient. Tin; unit of organization in the infantry is the
Irrigation with pump and with hoe "section," consisting of jo m,.n
New Mexican:
i.nder the command ot
great future before It. The weather bureau statis- a corporal. Two sect ions form a
liai'
or
tics of the late decade show that
of 'he to nun under th.; command of a sergeant.
Two
area of New Mexico have a sufficient average rainfall to
form a "deiacbment." of SO men, under the
inako the Campbell dry soil culture a success, while in- command of a lieutenant. Three detachments form
dependent of this fact, several million acres can be re- company of 24'l men, under a captain. Four companies
claimed by pumping, tho underground flow of water, make h battalion of lulu men, under
major. Three batiireat as will be the benefit of the large irrigation sys- talions form A regiment, uvder a colonel; and two
tems, the area they will cailtV' to be cultivated In the tefo,-hrlga'te, i,,,,i, r t1H command of a major
Th-rritory will seem small In- comparison with the area that
"Army ;: j." which Is the largest miliwill be reclaimed wllh pump and hoe.
tary unit, consl-t- s of two 1,1
divisions.
r
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Visit Europe

America First
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special c in oration of Ru Grande
chapter No. I. Royal Arch Masons,
will be held this evening at 7:30
o'clock, for work in the Royal Arch
degree.
A

)

three-quarte-

worth

f HM 'Store

ft;-Polic-

to clean up stock

fo

once yearly and open
season wijiewaoods.
THE NAME

Wm. CHAPLIN
Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.

ROM AGE DE BRICE.

NEUFCHATEL.
SIERRA.

Z

BRICK.
EDAIN.
McLARREN CHEESE, IN JARS,
JUST ARRIVED, AND BEING THIS
SPRING'S PACK, IS EXTRA FINE.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."

x- -x

.'.a

pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
lOOOfpairs misses' and children's fine
3000

;

shoes.

WANTED Car load of good, gentle,
native ponies. See F. E. I.nck-singe- r,
bluck-smit- h
tit T. J. Shiuick's
shop, Copper avenue.
Hotel,
FOR RENT Cold Avenue
completely furnished.
John M.
Moore Realty Co.
FOR RENT Two furnished house
keeping rooms, $10.(iu.
Inquire E.
Ac

money'

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

CAMEMBERT CHEESE.

H. Llunliar

and your

MainideM

.

CLASSIFY

BREASTED CUTS

$12.50, $15.00 OR $18.00 UP TO $30.00

Mo

Mr. and Mrs. William Farr delight
fully entertained a Jolly crowd of
young people, Thursday evening, at
their pretty home on South Edith
street. A novel feature of tho even
ing was that everyone had to do
something for the amusement of the
party. When all the guests had
played, cr sang, or read, according to
their various talents, delicious re
freshments were served In the Mining room, after which the young people indulged in dancing until a late
hour. Thoso present besides the
host and hostess were Misses O'Nell,
Sower, Reed, Tway, Hammond, De- vine; and Messrs. Reed, Dowers.
Metis, McCue, Devlne. White.
Miss
Ray Farr and Miss Irene Holt as
sisted.

X

X
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

'jA

Co.

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

Mr. Millers whistling is described
as "better than the birds." At the
Rapt 1st cliuri'h. tonight.

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

GARBAGE CANS.
GOOD. STRONG CANS AT
LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
ON ALBUQUERQUE
HARDWARE
FOR

CO.

Mrs. Gideon will play the three- manual organ at the Baptist church
concert tonight.
GARBAGE CANS.
FOR GOOD, STRONG

CANS

AT

LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
ON ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
CO.

I Brunswick
Pa rlors
'flic fin.

st

place in the city to
your idle hours.

Best brands of Cigars and
bacco always on hand.

M.

To-

Gussaroff
Proprietor.

ARMIJO, Prop.

GROWN

HOME

Special Salea Every Saturday.

PURE

CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third Street

otcoootooooo ooooooooooi
Albuquerque

0

DlaUIIen.
FRANKFORT. KT.

a

0

f

& EAKIN

Foundry and
?.

Machine

Works J

P. HALL, Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Car- - Bbaftlan
Pulleys. Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts
lor
Buildings.
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east wide of railroad track.
Albaqneroe, . M.

Afenu.

Albuquerque,

Second street, Barnett Building.

ANTONIO

0

OOOK0CO0OO
YORK FAIR

NEW

0

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Bole

THE

0

Bottled In Bond.

MELINI

oooooooooo

0

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

POOL

&

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Win, CHAPLIN
THE CELEBRATED

BILLIARD

N. M.

MELINI

EAKIN,

Wholesale liquo; and Ciar Dealers
&
Exclusive Agents for Yellowatone and O. F. C. Whiskies Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagme. 3t. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue wd
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 189. Salesroom
South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Automatic Phone, 199.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

m

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ex-

changes
BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE CITY FURNITURE
Second street, between Railroad nd
Copper avonuea.

EXCHANGE
1
AND

STORAGE CO.

0.

W.

Strong's Sons

OOOOOOOOOOOOCOCXX)COCXXXX)

2

SCREEN TIME
Is

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANIN6

MILL
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Furniture Crated Tor Shipment
Sold , on ComT'esion.
J. W. MASTERS.
118 West Cold Ave.

here. Door and Window
screen made to order.

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
1'0; S. First Street.
SIMON

11

r''gl-min-

SINGLE AND DOUBLE

We'll give you your mlnda worth

y.

'seml-detachiueu-

MANY CHANGES WITH THE NEW SEASON

HAS BEEN HONORED In The MAKING Of Our SPRING SUITS

Dr. Charles A. Payne, of Milwaukee,
lectured to a large audience last evening at the First Methodist, church, on
"Rome, the Eternal City," Illustrating
and
his lecture wtth stereopticon
panoramic views. The lecture and
views throughout were exceedingly
interesting
and the audience was
deeply interested, from the time, the
lecturer wns introduced, until he baxl
finished. Dr. Payne will lecture again
tonight in the church, the subject for
this evening's lecture being, "Canada,
and Glimpses of All America."

10

SMILE AND A NEW SUIT.

EVERY KINK AND TURN OF FASHION

I

conduct services at the barracks this
evening at 7:30 o'clock. Admission,1
ffee. All are welcom.-- .
The Woman's club of Albuquerque,
met this afternoon at tiielr club rooms
in the Commercial club building. The
program this afternoon was given un
der the auspices of the literary department, and was entitled "American Humorists."
Mrs. Albright preA large number
sided as chairman.
of papers dealing with American
and their works were read
and a general discussion of American
humorists followed.

TOO LATE

A GLAD

LAST SPRING'S CLOTHES ARE NOW OUT OF DATE
THE WIDER AND LONGER LAPEL, THE CLING-INBACK WITH THE SLIGHTEST SUGGESTION OF
THE "dORSET FIT" AND A FULL SKIRT ARE SOME
OF THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE NEW AND
OLD.

Hod-Kin-

O
Mrs. French, wife t)f Colonel French,
ami Mrs. Evans, wife of Staff Captain
Evans, of the Salvation Army, will

I

piriinig' iSfaitts

SPRING WITH

FASHION DEMANDS

held a
very t njiiyalile tea Wednesday after.
noon at the home of Prof. C. E.

1

able-bodie-

WELCOME

Mexico,

New

of

1906.

ITS DRESSING UP TIME AGAIN. OLD WINTER
HAS RECEIVED HIS DEATH BLOW AND EASTER IS
NOT FAR OFF.

Evening prayer at St. John's church
at 7:30 this evening. The second in
the course of lectures on the prayer
book will be delivered by the pastor.
The Sigma Sigma sorority of the

I'nlverslly

9,

1

m

The Denver Timet.

W. T. McCRElGHT

Erlairad3 Decline
still trim that the British drum b;it

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS
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JUST RECEIVED
A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

IF YOUR GROCER DOES NOT SELL THE FAMOUS

RUGS

IF0

udl

an ir

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

Albert Faher

TELL HIM YOU WILL TAKE NONE OTHER
f

la.'.-

-

JiiiAUJiiMM-ifcLlu-

JlllMaBmn

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

time the court ordered the defendants A
HORRID MAN
to produce contracts and witnesses In
open court, an.1 furtner ordered that
the plaintiffs file a bill of particulars.
WAS MR.
At this point the case now stands.
A prominent attorney of this city,
who is In close touch with the plaintiffs lu the case, stated to a repre- So Several
"Flim-Flamed- "
sentative of The Evening Citizen, that
he did not think the matter would
Ladies Think-Look- ing
again come up in court for a hear

DYKE NEAR CITY
IS

i

DANGEROUS

Residents Near It.
"Doc" Bledsoe Speaks For
Popular Subscription.

So Say

ing.

AMD CARPETS

WELCH

For

,

Audacious Fellow.
"I believe that the ca-s- will be compromised out of court," said this attorney, "and it in further rumored
ESTIMATED COST WILL BE $1600 that Attorney Neill U. Field, repre- WORKED HIS GAME IN TRIMDAD
senting the plaintiffs, is now in
to accomplish this settlement
The police are looking for a man
Residents along the Rio Grande be- and compromise of the case."
who bears the name of Welch. The
tween this city and the Corales bridge
handle to this ' smooth stranger's
are looking forward to high water RAILROAD CHARITY
name is not known, at present, nor
this summer with much apprehenPATIENT
RECOVERING
is his whertalout8, but the authorities
sion. They feel that the present
will welcome any Information about
dyke will prove, inadequate yto hold
back the water, and that immediate VICTIM OF BRAKEMAN'S WRATH either, for a number of the fair sex
the brass button frasteps should be instituted toward
WILL SURVIVE BLOW FROM A have beseigedinquiries
ternity with
about Mr. Welch
strengthening the barrier against the
CHUNK OF COAL.
tt'hiph nnturnltv received I mm pit In to
ravages of the river during the period
attention from the gallant blnecoats.
of high water.
The laborer brought in from Rio
The women referred to have not
"Doc" W. K. Rledsoe, a well known
ranchman, living in that vicinity, was Rnerco the early part of the week, fallen in love with Welch, far from it,
approached by a reporter for The with an ugly gash in his head, and in fact. They believe they have been
Evening Citizen and asked fcr his carted up to the city building for the fleeced, though, by the wily fellow,
city to care for, has been taken to the and will continue to think so until the
opinion on the matter.
Mr. Bledsoe said that last year he St. Joseph's hospital and placed in- Hutterick dress cutting system, which
water reached to within four Inches the charity ward. His ultimate recov- they agreed to buy and paid an installment on, shows up.
of the top of tho dyke, and tIngs lery is assured.
In telling the story of how he reThe game of the stranger was to
looked serious for awhile. "I t'nlnk
in
ceived
wound
tho
liead,
tho
the
make, a canvass of the residence secihe dyke should be built two feet man
said:
tion of the town, claiming to be sellwider and one foot higher, at once,"
he said. "Tho people of Albuquerque get"My brother and I paid 19.5o to ing the Hutterick dress cutting sysRio
Puerco,
to
I'aso
where
from El
tem for t'i- Upon payment of a small
should feel as much interested In this
the Santa Fe. I was sum of money, say. from $1 to $3, as
dyke as those who reside closer to it, we worked on
puerco
a
on
leaving
for the west
a token :f good faith, the stranger
as it would result in a more serious freight Rio
train, when a brakeman on left a chart, agreeing to return in a
loss to many of them than to those
1
money.
any
me
if
had
train asked
few days, give instruction as to Iiow
whose property is near tho lmnk of the
told him I had $1. He said that he a dress could be cut, etc. He failed
the river, should the water succeed In Iwanted
1
didn't to return, the ladies, who banded over
$2, and then because
reaching the top and overflow. In my
opinion subscriptions should bo taken have $2, he hit file on the head wit'a the deposit btcanie' alarmed and
among residents of Albuquerque for a chunk of coal."
the authorities.
The man, who apparently. Is a na
A short time ago Welch
was in
the purpose of Inducing the natives
r "ve oi Mexico, was
nrougui to me Trinidad and worked his game with
tn mnku th nofPssnrv p,lrllt1nn
wl,i('h
,raln
brought the much success there. He Is probably
think $1,600 would be a sufficient sum ,city on ,,he
to carry the work to completion. "l"ti in from the Toltec wreck. reaping a harvest soma where else
There are about 800 natives residing "is wound was first dressed by Dr. just now.
If anyone knows where,
chief surgeon at the local "tip the cops off."
in ih,. vicinitv ,f tho i.riri.. who would Cutter,
work on the'dyke for $1 a day. The s,an,a Ft hospital, who canto to the
task can be com pitted in two days,
SKRINERS ARE PREPARING TO
at the most. Tho city council should
'ATTErD IMPERIAL COUNCIL
give the matter their attention, I PENA BLANCA DITCH
new-Yor-

1

say nothing of the sleeper, uniform,
and other expenses, this amount Is
very reasonable Indeed, and the committee Is to be congratulated upon securing so reasonable a rate.
There will be at least 125 Albuquerque Elks iu the marching club, and
many of them will be accompanied by
their wive and other members of
their families, bo that this city will
have k good representation at the
forthcoming convention,
and with
their uniforms as planned, and several
weeks in which to practice drilling
ami marching, there Is no reason why
tho Albuquerque delegation should not
return with u slice of the prize money
that will be offered by, the Denver
Elks for the best marching clubs, and
musical organizations.
Accommodations are being made for
the ladies, wives and sisters, or other
female friends of the local members
of the Elks, so that any one accompanying the marching club will receive the benefit of the same rates
that the Elks secure.

CONFIDENCE

Madame Gross

GRAY

STILL BEHIND

THE BARS

REPORT THAT HE HAD SECURED
BAIL, PROVES TO BE INCOR
RECT AND UNFOUNDED.
It was erroneously reported day be
fore yesterday that S. L. Gray, the ac
cused confidence man and pal of Mor
ris, had secured a bondsman and had
been released from Jail. It has since
developed lhat the report was erron
eous for Gray still languishes
be
hind the bars as the guest of Sheriff
Armijo and Is likely to stay there uu
til tho grand Jury convenes this month
and for which both he and Morris
have been held. Morris, as stated be
fore, Is out on bail.
FRESH FOR SATURDAY.
CELERY.
LETTUCE.

ASPARAGUS.

FRESH TOMATOES.
CAULIFLOWER.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."
Pearl Skinner, for a number of
Hear Mr. Miller's whistling solo, at
years a typesetter of this city, has the Raptist church
tonight.
been heard from. Tho other day,
principal
walking
along
the
while
strett of Williams, Ariz., Pearl trip- 0
ped and fell through a wlndnw of
Gee Jim's restaurant.
The Chinaman 0
got very angry, and had Albuquerque's
arrested. Hearl,
0
EVERY
announced that be would leave
Williams, anil he promptly complied 0
with his promise, and is now on his
way to southern California. The local boys wish him success In the land 0
IS A
of flowers and fleas.
John A. Orndorff, son of Albert 0
Orndorff, A prominent republican politician ot Illinois, has,, just , fctucnetl
from El Paso, from which city he
visited the mining property of the 0
Illinois Mexican Copper company, at
Mr.
Mina do Tulia. Mexico.
0
father is president of the
UNCLE JOHNNY.
0
company, and the financial headquarters of the company are at Spring- 0
field, 111. Mr. Orndorff expects to return to El Paso In a few days, where 0
he hopes to meet his wife, who has
been sojourning In southern .California the past year.
Alfred Lovell, superintendent
of Albuquerque
Novelty Works
The local Mystic Sbriners are mak- motive
power
Santa Fe, aring great preparations to attend the rived from the on the last
F.
S.
Proprietor
HOPPING,
night,
and
cast
meeting of the Imperial Council. No- Is spending the day
321 South Second Street
at the local shops
bles of the Mystic Shrine, which is witli S. 1.. Hen ii, superintendent of
Just received, large shipment of
to be held this year In
Angeles, machinery on the Santa Fe coast Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
May 7 to 14. A special train of Pull- lines, und Master .Mech'inie lllcks, of Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of ail
mans and diners will leave Albuquer the local shops. Mr. I.om II'b head kinds. Refore buying give us a call.
que may 5 for I.os Angeles, and it is quarters are at Topeka. He is here
estimated mat mere will lie over HMl
the purpose of Inspecting the
Alimqtierque bnrlners on loard, count- general conditions of the local shops,
ing the wives and other members of and to discuss the bonus system of
the Sbriners' families. Two represent- - pay for. mechanics, which is being
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
atives from this lodge will be sent to introduced on the Santa Fe.
215 Vj West Railroad Ave.
I .os
Angeles, and estimate's of the
w(iri reached the city by
Auto Phone, 320.
of Sbriners from New Mexico K,aph this morning announcing the
who will intend the Imperial Council death of F. A. Raj nobis, which oc-i- s
placed at 200.
curred at Canyon Citv, Colo., last
night, as the result of an acute attack of pneumonia.
The deceased
BOARD OF PHARMACY
was a brother of Joshua S. and JefMEETS MARCH 12 ferson Raynolds, the well known
hankers of Albuquerque and I. as
KING OF LOOSE-LEA- F
BINDERS
and an uncle of Attorney HerThe territorial board of pharmacy Vegas,
Raynolds
bert
of
city,
and
Secthis
will meet in Santa Fe March 12 and retary
J. AV.
of Santa Fe.
Strongest Locking Device
13. for the purpose, of examining can- Like bis brothers,
the deceased had
Greatest Expansion
didates for registration.
Under the followed banking during
the greater
Easiest Manipulated
laws of New Mexico, every practicing part of his life time,
and at his death
pharmacist must pass the examina- was president of
the Fremont CounWe are exclusive Agents.
tion before being Qualified to practice ty bunk, of Canyon
City. Joshua S.
I.. .1..
no maner Kuynolds, who was In Albuquerque
,"V he may bring from yesterday, left for El Pa-what credentials
night,
some other state. B. Ruppe, president U message announcing l, s last
brother's
of the territorial board of pharmacy, ,,.a-- i was forwarded to bini there.
will leave Albuquerque Sunday for)
Santa Fe, to be present a' the nieet- MORTUARY

LOCAL

MOVED TO

oftf

elec-gemtit-

GOID AVt.

Ce-cilllan-

0

s,

0

Piques and

Linens.

MADE TO YOUR ORDER
SHIRT WAIST SUITS FROM
SILK WAISTS FROM
WALKING SKIRTS FROM

ligoo UP
S1000 UP
$is'.00 UP

.

EVERYTHING FURNISHED AT THIS PRICE.
DON'T FORGET THE NUMBER
118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

BLOW YOURSELF
to a WHITE IJLY
thai brand would be

"KNOCK"
"BOOST."

Orn-dorf-

cigar (a box ct
better) and watch

your waist measure expand
with
pleasure and pride. Honestly,"" the
WHITE LILY is a smoke to make a
sick man well, a well man Jump with
joy that he's alive and fit to smoke it.
All dealers at 5 cents the one; $2.00
tho box ot fifty.
t

A.

J. RICHARDS

113Ja WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE

fs

1
cooooooo

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

fr

tc.'

SAMPLE A NO 0

t 20 West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that

the eelaetlon of proper flour. 4
There Is no dilriculty about this If
Empress flour is chosen. It is eo
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be un-- T
surpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use It for that Tery X
T
reason.
Is

Crown Studio

tele-numb-

Wines, Brandies.

BARNETT, Prop'r.

Is

-

WEST

Call and see samples of
latest Spring Goods,

O'0"00'0'00'

ELECTION CONTENT CASE
Saturday morning, March 10, at 10
o'clock, is the. date anytime Chairman Grunsfeld, of the board of county BEING HEARD BEFORE REFEREE
M ADDISON
commissioners, has set for the regit-IN OFFICE OF W. B.
lar monthly meeting of this organlza j CHILDERS.
lidli. At thia nwetiny tho nneHtlnnl
Testimony in the Pen a ISlanca ditch
of necessary repairs to dykes on the
river north of this city will bo con- - election contest case, entitled Alejan-sideroand action taken regarding dro Monies Vigil, et al, vs. Ksquiptila
the same. As the funds for bridge Itaea, et al, is being taken today
and dyke improvement are fore Referee T. K. 1). Maddison. The
very low, it. will require no little in cause of action is t he contested
on the part of the commission-- ' lion of the I'ena lilanca ditch comers to devise ways and means fcr missioners, who were elected last
carrying on the necessary work, but full at the October election in San- thal a way out of the difficulty will doval county,
The defeated candidates claim that
be found, there is little question.
votes were illegally counted for tlie
successful candidates, nnd that legal
RUMORED THAT FIELD
votes for the defeated
candidates
WILL COMPROMISE CASE were not counted, and that had these
votes been counted, they, the plainwould
have been elected. A
FAMOUS CALEDONIAN COAL COM- - tiffs,
of witnesses have been
PANY'S CASE MAY BE SETTLED large number case,
which promises to
called in the
OUT
OF
COURT ATTORNEY occupy
the attention of the referee for
FIELD NOW IN NEW YORK.
several days to come. R. Ruppe is
It is rumored that Attorney Neill H. acting as interpreter in the case.
Field, who is now in New York, has
gone to that city for the purKse of HOW TO GET COPIES OF
effecting a settlement, if possible, ot
THE CITY ORDINANCE
the famous Caledonian case, which
has attracted so much attention in
his territory, and in fact, all over GRIEVANCE
COMMITTEE SOLVES
j
the country.
THE PROBLEM IN A VERY WISE
The point involved is the alleged! AND JUDICIOUS MANNER.
l
giving of rebates by the Atchison, To-- !
,
A '
recently asked the city
peka & Santa Fe Railway compny
Cruz A. Garcia.
to the Colorado Fuel & Iron company, '",,Ilcl1 if 'ho council didn't provide LOW RATE SECURED
Tills morning at her home, 31;
'nIcl ,n" lu'lllc
and the American Fuel company. Kolm! nuians
FOR ELKV CONVENTION North Pacific avenue, it! 3 o'clock,
securo copies of city ordinances
t
Mrs. Cru, A. (Jarcia. a wM-win an alleged conspiracy to crush the
70 years
.. .1
..
.........
s
they become law. The matter was
L'l.
ilt
i.no.
Caledonian Coal company, und force
'
AT-MEMBERS
BE
'
TO
ABLE
WILL
i
it to sell out to the alleged trust, or ''tcrred to
grievance committee
.teptdent TV..biidiiernue
unst
four
TEND GRAND LODGE IN DEN years. Funeral c.
suspend operations, through their in- of the council, and at the last meet
will take1
reiiioiii.
VER AT RATE OF $40 FOR EN- place
ability to meet the prices of Ihe first ing. Alderman Wilkerson. who ia the
at the home at n .:',' o'clock to-- ;
TIRE
EXPENSE.
morrow morning and fr
mentioned companies, owing to the chairman of that committee, reported
Hie Sacred
Heart church at. o'clock. Interment:
rebates these companies were- alleged on the matter In the following lanVt
l:lst niirht'l nw.itiin. rit' llirt
to have received lr.111 the railway, guage:
of Klks having iii charge the1'" Sjlla Harbara eetiiet
"This matter was referred t me, Ituiitee
company.
arrangements
for the sending f al
Neill I!. Field, representing the Ca! .ind I find that the best way to se- - marching club of local Klks to the!
FUNERALS
donian Coal company, brought suit 're ordinances adopted by the coun grand lodge und convention of Klks,'
cil,
is
Citizen,
take
to
The
Kvcnine
lor i"i','i'Mi damages Hna $.,0,11110
to be held iii Denver in July, thej The funeral ceremonies mer the re-- i
y's fees
The matter was laid the ollicial paper that is. If they are transportation committee made Its, mains of
Herman Neeker. the Oerman,
interested
to
in
extent
the
the
matter
before the interstate commerce comreport, and It is now estitna'ed that who killed himself by firir.g a bullet
mission, who recommended that the of five cents that's what the psper $4' will cover the expense of one per- into tils
brain at his home, 1207 Wil- costs. All the ordinances are
matter be aired in court.
son to iieuver ami return, mciuuing Hams Ktroel, Wednesday night, took:
Kvenlng
in
The
Citizen."
The case was finally called for hearhis uniform, complete, l'lillman sleep- j plac
this afternoon at ':' o'clock, in
ing before the Second judicial diser and Ave days' accommodation atjternient in Santa Uarl.ara cemetery.
HOTEL FOR RENT
trict court in this city. Inn was
the hotel I .a Shell in Denver. Taking It is now thought that Xeeker commit-intthrown cut of court, owing to a legal
consideration the fact that the' ted the rash act while under the in-- '
technicality.
After this bad been
Cold
lliietice of opiates, u large quantity of;
Hotel,
completely one way regular rare is almost
Avenue
was
remedied, the matter
again furnished, John M. .Moore Realty ami that hotel accommodations for five which he had taken hist ntior to tliv!
brought up in this court, a which fo.
$10,
to
days would 'ost at the bast
time lie committed the 1I.11I.
d

118
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think."

MAN

"
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'if''

I

J

M. BERGER,

The Majestic

Wholesale Agent,

J

114 West Copper Ave.

Raj-nobl- s

M.S. Lithgow&Co.

o

'

ELKS' THEATRE

'

lni-'b-

1
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PATTEN AND PERRY
IN

JERRY

-

puli-lhe-

FROM

-

Gold Avenue

OCHKO0000tO0

DANGERS OF THE DARK

BURGLARS!

Tho Telepuoiio Is a

Telephone the Police
FIRE!
Telephone the Fire
I tepartmi nt.
ILLINESS!
Telephone the Doctor.

IT NEVER TIRES!
The Telephone la an

YOU NEED

A

ready messenger

alert 'watchman

IT NEVER SLEEPS!

TELEPHONE

0000OlKtOXK0

KERRY

IN

YOUR

HOME

J

muling
xaii'bville

Wootton

&

Myer,

tnu.-ie.- il

20 People

20

All Spec ial Scenery
Watch for Street Parade. .
l'rices: :.i, ! atid II; Children 25c
at Matn's Tuesday,
Seul.s on
March i if. ' o'ciiH-k-

Real Estate
AND

Ranches

RENTALS

and

Farms

Corretpondence Solicited.
S. Third St.,
ALHUyUEKQUB . . . . N.
OCOOCOCX'

$

0000000000

JEMEZ HOT

OOCOOOOCOCiCOCXDOCOOCXXXXX

farce couiody and
at raction, Introducing
many new features.
'A Super:"!' I'liit'ormcd Concert Hand
und Orchestra.

V

& CO., "7

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

A

old uin F1m

BUILDING.

CHINA

F'urn iture and Crockery
0OOOOK000

j

111

1

i

CATHEDRAL

AUSTRIAN

BORRADAILE

One Night Only

,

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

OLD

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the Unltei State
mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horse and driver;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at S a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
H. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea. N. M.

RANKIN

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB
LOANS

M.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armtjo Building.

f
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lr. Fulda. will return to Mllwan-keon March 14, when he will deliver
an address at the Pabst theater.
sin,

MERGER ACCONPLISHED

CALIFORNIA

IN RAILWAY

if in any half year a dividend amount-- I
Ing i. two per cent shall not have
been paid, the deficiency shall accu
mulate, Hnd lie payable before any
merge the company with tho other dividend. This stock la also
& Alton Railroad company. entitled, in addition to the four per

York, Marrli S The
of the Chicago & Alton Rail
way company will hold a meeting hero
this aJUrnoon to vote on the prool-iloNow

to
Jhicgo

INTEREST

s

I

Under the plan of consolidation the
name Chicago & Alton Railway company will be dropped and the new
company will bo known as the Chicago & Alton Railroad company. The
railway company owns all the stock
of the railroad company except 73
tiharcs of iho preferred and 4.3S7
shares of the common. To provide
for this outstanding stock H is pro
posed to create 8.9H3 shares of
ive 4 per cent prior lien stock
of the consolidated company. Hach
share of the outstanding preferred
Mock may lw exchanged for three
shares of the new stock and each outstanding common share may he exchanged for tw shares of the new
stock. The capital stock of the new
company will aggregate $10,000,000, Of
which $19,542,800 will be common and
19,557,!WW
will he 4 per cent
preferred. The remainder
of $899,300 will be 4 per cent cumulative preferred, to take "P the outstanding railroad company" stock.
The 4 per cent cumulative participating stock Is entitled to receive 4
jpct cent before any other Issue; and,
cum-mul-

a

NAVY PEOPLE MAD
OVER REDUCED PAY.
Washington, D. C, March 9. The
tuivy department has beguit to 'hear

from commandants of navy yards, who
have Just recoived the Instructions
from Washington to reduce all expenses in the way of maintenance and
to discharge many of the employes
to bring the cost of operation and
protection of property within the limited amount required by the refusal
of congress to provide the urgent deficiency appropriation for the remain- der of the fiscal year.
Rear Admiral Oogblan, commandant
-- of the Brooklyn navy yard, says:
"The
effect of the reduction of funds seriously cripples the service; the balance
Is Insufficient to carry on maintenance
work In an efficient manner."
Similar conditions are reported
from other yards and stations everywhere. From Pensacola It is stated
that the money at tho disposal of the
will not suffice for the opera-- .
. yard
:Jon of the electric plant alone for six
months, to say nothing of doing other
work devolving upon those in charge
s)f protecting public property. In addition, it Is reported, that the station
is left without the means of protection against an outbreak of yellow
fever in the spring and summer, and
this is a feature which has more than
merely local effect. There Is no way
out of the difficulty. Congress has
made no provision for meeting the
deficiency, and there Is nothing to do
but cut down tho expenses and make
the available funds go as far as they
may. Whatever cost may result from
this form of economy will have to be
borne later.

FRIDAY, MARCH

9,

1906.

c

Y. M. C. A.

MEETS AT RIVERSIDE.
Riverside, Cal., March 9.A highly
Interesting and instructive program
lias been prepared for the twenty-fiftannual convention of the Young
Mens Christian association of Cailfor
ula, which opens here today. Tho at
tendance promises to bo larger than
ever before and every association In
the state will be represented by dele
gates. Among the prominent speak
ers who will addrcps the convention
are Chaplain J. A. Potter. U. S. A.:
Vnlter M. Wood of Chicago; C. K.
Ober and F. A. McCarl of New York
General Secretary I). A. I,utchor of
tho Ijdr Angeles association, and the
Rev. Dr. Henry Kingman of Pomona.

CANNOT BE EXCELLED. SEE
THAT YOUR ORDER CALLS FOR

cent dividend, to participate with the
common, receiving additional dividends declared on the common. In
liquidation this
la entitled to
par, accumulated dividends and Interest at four per cent from the date
of the last dividend due date, and
also to participate equally with the Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
common stock In any assets that may
Remedy in His House.
be left to be divided by the common
"We would not bo without Chamberstockholders after the preferred is lain's Cough Remedy. It Is kept on
paid in full.
hand continually in our home," says
W. W. Kearney, editor of the
RAILROAD CONSOLIDATION
Ixwry City. Mo. That Is
REDUCES INDEBTEDNESS. just what, every family - should do.
111.,
Chicago,.
March 8 A special When kept at hand ready for Instant
meeting of the stockholders of the u.se,
a cold may be checked at the out-so- t
Chicago & Alton railway and the
and
cured in much less time than
Chicago ft Alton railroad.' was held
It has become settled in the
after
here today, at which H wns voted to system. This remedy is also without
consolidate the two companies under a
and will
ieer for croup in children,
the name of the Chicago ft Alton prevent
given
when
as soon
he
attack
Railroad company. The securities of
the child becomes hoarse, oi even
the two companies will be exchanged as
after the croupy cough appears, which
for those of the new corporation, and can
bo done when the remedy is
it is estimated the outstanding In- kiept only hand.
For sale by all
at
debtedness of the company will be
alout $23,000,000 less than that of
the two companies which it has

sM

mini FH

!,

Cattle company, with New Mexico office at Richardson, Lincoln county,
and head office at New York city,
brought suit against Ijee Blvins for
$17,046, and this suit was dismissed.
It Is alleged by Judge Oatewood, Blvins' attorney, that this suit was
brought for cattle that Bivlns is now
charged with conspirl-.to steal.
Lee Bivlns lives at Amarillo, Texas,
Is a prominent banker and stock broker at that point, and Is reputed to be
ATTORNEY GATEWOOD
a millionaire. R. A, Morrlss Is president of tne Horseshoe I.and and CatDENIES CHARGES tle company, with headquarters
at
IMPORTANT CONVENTION
Portales, N. M. This company owns
OF CHRISTIAN WORKERS.
PREFERRED AGAINST
HIS CLI- tiO.000 head of cattle and has ranches
Parkerslmrg. W. Va., March 9.
ENTS, FOR STEALING CATTLE in four counties in New Mexico, also
parts
300
delegates
More than
from all
ranch property in Texas.
FROM EL CAPITA! COMPANY.
of the state and adjoining states are
e
assembled here to attend the
Torture by 8avages.
Following up the dispatch published
convention of the Young Men's Chris- in The Evening Citizen yesterday af"Speaking of the torture to which
tian association, which will open here ternoon, regarding the alleged whole some of the savage tribes in tho Philthis afternoon. The session will open sale stealing of cattle by Thomas ippines subject their captives, reminds
with a prayer service, which will be Prldemore, a later dispatch from
me of the intense suffering I endured
followed by a meeting for organizaand- - dated for three months from Inflammation
News,
Denver
to
the
tion. In the evening there will be a March 7, gives the following addi- of the kidneys," says W. M. Sherreception and supper for the delegates tional information on the subject:
man of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped
and members of the Parkersburg asdevelopments came today, me until I tried Electric Bitters, three
Further
sociation. Tomorrow evening there In regard to the indictment of Thomas: bottles of which completely cured me.'
will be a song service, followed by a Prldemore,
Lee Bivlns and R, A, Mor- Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blood
meeting, in which A. M. Lathrop, rlss on
charge of conspiracy to disorders and malaria; and restores
the
chairman of the interstate executive steal 973 head of cattle from the El t he weak and nervous to robust health
committee, Washington, D. C, will Capltan Land and Cattle company, of Guaranteed by all druggists.
Price
give a review of the work of the past which Prldemore was manager.
60c.
year. Bishop John H. Vincent will
Judge W. W. Oatewood, attorney
deliver an address. The convention for Bivlns and Morrlss, tonight in SERIOUSLY INJURED IN
will close on Sunday evening with a dignantly denied that his clients had
BUGGY ACCIDENT.
Quite a serious accident occurred
farewell Bervlce and a final address been guilty of any criminal conduct,
by the Rev. A. T. Pierson of
other day west of Folsom. Ernest
and repudiated the statement that the
and his mother were on their
Blvins was guilty of any criminal Popgoy
way to visit Mrs. Gleason. They were
complicity in the transfer of the cat- driving
a young team, which became
NOTED GERMAN WRITER
tle from Prldemore to him, and said
AT MILWAUKEE TODAY. that Morrlss was guilty of no criminal frightened at a flock of sheep, and
Milwaukee, Wis., March 9. Dr. conduct In buying the cattle from turned the buggy over. Mr. Popgoy
Laidwlg Fulda. the noted German writ- Bivlns. Judge Gatewood says there had his arm broken In two places.
Mrs. Popgoy received a scalp wound
er and dramatist, who recently cross- has never been a breath of suspicion besides
having her arm broken and it
ed the Atlantic to make an extended against Morrlss and Bivlns before, Is thought
also a number of ribs.
tour of the United States, arrived here and as soon as he learned that inthis morning and was recelveu by a dictments had been returned against
A Scientific Wonder.
committee consisting of prominent them two weeks ago, he notified them
The cures that stand to its credit
members cf the Deutscher club, mem- by wire and they promptly came here make Bucklen's Arnica Salve a scienbers of a number of other German and gave bond. Both were indicted tific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford,
societies and clubs and a number of an three charges each, and bond in lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry,
unattached citizens of prominence. each case was fixed at $3,000, making Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case
This evening he will be the guest of in all $18,000, which was promptly fur- of piles. It heals the worst burns,
the Deutscher club and will deliver an nished.
aores, boils, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chiladdress before that organization.
At the last term of the district blains and salt rheum. Only 25c at
After a short tour through Wiscon court here the El Capltan Land and all drug stores.
g
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AMERICAN HORSE MARRIES PRETTY WIDOW IN EUROPE
AN

INDIAN CHIEF WHO WENT
ACROSS WITH A WILD WEST
SHOW CAPTURES RICH DUTCH
WOMAN AND BRINGS HER BACK
TO
A
HIS VILLAGE
SWIFT
COURTSHIP AND WEDDING.

Yhen it ccmes to hymen we Americans are pretty swift. There's American Horse, the Iroquois Indian chief.,
who has just returned from the old
country with as pretty a little Dutch
bride as any man would want. And
she was a widow, a cute, bright-eyed- ,
plump II. Me widow from over The
Hague Wdj'.
American Horse, with all his feathers, moccasins, tomahawks (made in
Pittsburg), and deerskin pants, went
across the wuter last year as part of
a show. There was an Indian village
with scalp dances, war dances and
other scenes popularly believed in
England and the continent to be com-- !
mon In Buffalo
and other frontier
American states.
The show was at The Hague a week.
Among the first day visitors was Mrs.
Johanna Elizabeth Von Domcllon, the
pretty widow, whose husband had left
her single and with much good coin
of the realm of Wimelmlna.
The second day, Johanna Elizabeth
was Introduced to American Horse.
The third day American Horse showed
her around the camp. The fourth day
Jonanna
Elizabeth took American
Horse around The Hague in a carriage. The fifth- - day American Horse
took possession of Johanna Elizabeth's
heart and they were mgageu.
American Horse rs a big buck, good
looking for an Indian, and pretty
smooth, even if he can't read or write.
The widow's relatives were given a
look in on the arrangement and there
was no objection.
American Horse
suggested minister right away, but
they have a slow Dutch way in Holland of standing you up for a two
weeks' notice of coming marriage,
the redskin and Johanna and Jo- -
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hanna's sister sailed across to Eng- awaga, an Indian village on the
land and the wedding took place in Canadian side of Lake Erie. The chief
Ixmdon with St. Joseph, Mich., speed has a farm and a log house, and the
American Horse's home is in Caugh- Dutch widow is now there.
Doctors Are Puttied.
Tho remarkable recovery of Kenneth
Mclvor of Vanceboro, Me., is the subject of much Interest to the medical
fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
He says of his case: "Owing to severe
inflammation of the throat and congestion of the lungs, three doctors
gave me up to die, when, as a last resort, I was Induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery and I am happy to say,
It saved my life." Cures the worst
coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonsil!-Us- ,
weak lungs, hoarseness and la
grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores.
60c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

Tf

Afflicted With Rheumatism.
yet afflicted with I,
rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. Bayne,
editor of the Herald, Addlngton, Indian Territory, "but thanks to Chamberlain's Pain Balm am able once
more to attend to business. It Is the
best of liniments."
If troubled with
rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
and you are certain to be more than
pleased with the prompt relief it affords. One application relieves the
pain. For sale by all druggists.
"I was and am

LADIES' RIDING

GLOVES.

Guaranteed. Simon Stern,
the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
In buck.

Try a Citizen want ad.
HI"

WERE YOU ELVER.

1
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A CITY?

Dowim
Up?
T&Re Nottiee Yovi ImivestoiH
1,'T"

"THIfT

1

DO you realize

that Albuquerque is a city; a steady, rapidly growing CITY Do you know the critical stage
long passed; that no matter where or how this Territory may develop, Albuquerque
demands her toll; that she is IT

is

QHDBS

You Men Who Dream
DO you know we own

of Money

Again, You Conservative Speculators

the "CAPITOL HILL OF ALBUQUERQUE?"

That we possess the limited supply of what, from this time forth, MUST be in
much demand? That we, and we only, have THE HEIGHTS THE SLOPE
THE VIEW? That, in one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of
the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to residence purposes exclusivelyNo Factoreis, No Stores, No Saloons, No Boarding-houseetc? That
we own our own water plant and will furnish you water, piped to your property
line, at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That we have established two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement walks
and line tho streets with trees?
s,

that Silver Aveuue and the adjacent blocks comprise the
CREAM OP THE ENTIRE ADDITION? That, beginning at one park, and
ending at another, it will also be parked on both sides throughout its length?
DO you know

is drawn beyond which no dwelling may
That, on this street, a building-lin- e
project? That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, when
constructed, shall cost less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in
all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to come, his
home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such

i

JUST SIXTY SITES

OA?
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ii ill
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ill
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THIS AVENUEk

Offer Building Sites, 100x132 Feet, $1000 to $1200! Think you Ambitious Man?
Borrow If Neccessary; But Buy! Wait, and Someone Will be Glad to Treble
Your Price! We Hold Not Ail the Best, but the Best of All!

Alow
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The Terrace Mddition Improvement Company
M. P. S1AMM,
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Secretary and Selling Agent
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THIRD STHEET

Meat Market

8tl

I

and Salt Meat.
Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT,
Maonlo Uulldiug, Norm Third StreeL

All Kindt of Frssh

What Is It?

By All Odds the Best Made

Steam

Flot?

G old Coin

OILS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather. Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
t09 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established In 1882
&.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin & Co.'a Cotfees. Im
boden's Granite Flour.

F. C. PRATT

Ran fie.

The First Rose of Summer
In our Carper Room
with all that Is
replete
which
l
rwielcrn
andi..inni
new amii iimsmibi
... enfant unit Hill's.
Wa Ulan rnrrv a large line of sam
ples and can have any size Hits
fc r
made on shore notice.

Is to

le seen
Is

If

fpfiSI

J.

D. EMMONS.

Both Phonea

Cor. Coal and Second

Sole Agents for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

THiS CHANGE TO
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'

'
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CURE BARGAINS IN

INENT CITIZEN.

We are offering some very s pecial prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay yon to set out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

ooxDoeoooeotKoeo

RAILROAD TOPICS
"Well, I'll tell you," he said. "Rent
Though I pay forty
cents more per 100 pounds at Ias
Vegaa for potatoes, and other groceries cost more there in proportion,
I can live cheaper there than here,
because rents are less."
"Thero are at least ten families of
railroad people living at. Las Vegas
who would much rather live here," lie
continued, "hut they ay that they
can't afford to pay ?5 per month per
rcom for house rent, and we find it
more profitable to rent arid loan our
savings out ac S and 10 per cent, than
to own property. I would gladly move
here, though, if I could get a good
house at reasonabl reent," he continued.
On comparing prices Quoted in an
advertisement clipped from the Ias
Vegas Optic, with prices asked by local grocers, we find that though some
groceries are sold at a higher price
in Las Vegas than In Albuquerque,
he difference is not as great as stated
by tile conductor quoted.
Richelieu flour, which sells here for
SI. .in, brings $l.i5 in las Vegas.
lioss Patent flour, which sells here
for tl.iio, brings $1.05 in Iis Vegas.
.1.
J. Law and son. of Antonlto,
Potatoes sold here at $1.40 per 100
Colo., arrived in Santa Fe yesterday, pounds, will cost the consumer $1.!.")
and will be there several days. Mr. in Las Vegas.
Law, who is a Denver & Rio Grande
railroad engineer, wa iu a railroad CRUSHED TO DEATH
accident recently on that road, and
has been laid up in a hospital in
UNDER THE WHEELS
Colo., for 1wo months as a refor
the
sult. He Is at Santa Fe
OF A FREIGHT TRAIN
IN THE
of recuperating.
YARDS AT RATON, THE OTHER
William Essex and Y. I', names
master mechanic and general fore-- j DAY.
man of the Raton shops of the Santa
Cornelo Griego, it laborer, with a
t.
.ml ounu
If. , .1... mi. LV, ,.,
'rack gang of tne santa l e, was
ok
,7 " ,
similar positions on the Kansas City, n .
v t"
.u
Southern railroad. Both llarnes and
Essex were in authority of the local
shops previous to going to Raton, and
they have many friends here who will
be interested to learn of their leaving
the Santa Fe.
is too high here.

"v",

TWO MILLION

OF CRIME,
ROBBERY OF PROM-

writing to the El
A correspondent
Paso Times from Alamogord.i, under
(!,
date of March
relative to the Wash
Parker murder case, says:
What one might term the" final act
murder case,
in the Wash Parker
came to a somewhat sensational close
Tuesday afternoon at Cloudcroft. before .lust ice of the Peace Russell
Wallace.
Wash Parker, an old and highly respected citizen, was waylaid and murdered on Sunday. April 23, 1905, in
the vicinity of Weed, this county. Lee
Green, deputy sheriff, organized a
posse and started out in search of the
Taking the trail at the
murderer.
scene of the murder, the posse fol
lowed It. until they came upon a man
named Tom Gentry. Gentry was or
dered to give up, but instead of surrendering, pulled his gun and opened
fire on the posse. The officers returned the fire and Gentry was killed.
One of the possemen was named N.
C. TIdwell, and a complaint was sworn
out against TIdwell charging htm with
the murder of Gentry, although It waa
recognized by eye witnesses that Deputy Sheriff Lee Green himself, killed
Gentry. Hon. J. E. V3iarton was employed to prosecute TIdwell and Judge
Byron Sherry wa3 employed to defend TIdwell. The 'case came up before Justice of the Peace Russell
Wallace, at Cloudcroft Monday, and
by both sides,
was bitterly fought,
proving quite sensational at times,
and resulted in the acquittal of TId-

"Manitoba." a private car on the Hllllboro creamery Butter Best on
passed
Northern
Pacific railroad,
Earth.
through this rity last evening, having
on board F. E. Ward and a party of Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
friends.
214 South Second Street.
Clinton .1. Crandell, superintendent
U.
cf the Santa Fe Indian schools, passed
through the city yesterday, en route
insurance; real, estate-nota- ry
Ariz.,
a
Ttjcson,
to
home from
visit
PUBLIC.
w here he was called on business.
j Room E. Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Telephone,
Automatic
174.
Hon. H. O. Ilursum, superintendent
of the New Mexico penitentiary, was
in the city between trains this mornA. D.
ing, en route to his home at Santa
Fe. ltursum had been down at his
sheep ranch in Socorro county.
Through Iuis Romberg, the Roberts. Johnson & Rand Shoe company
of St. Louis, have taken a lease on
the store room just vacated by T. Y.I
Maynard, on South Second street, and
will open a branch shoe store here in
a very short time.
Friends of Miss Vera Htldchrand,
who spent the larger part of the years
1904 and 1905 In Albuquerque,
will
be pleased to learn of her recent marriage In Ixis Angeles to J. S. Nelson,
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
of that place. A few Albuquerqueans and supplies and horse-powe- r
pump
nave received "at home cards from ing outfits.
the newly wedded Mrs. Nelson, which Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
read Ixmg Beach, Cal.
Henry C. Warnack,, formerly news
editor of the Dally New Mexican, and
well known here, hut lately connected
with the Denver Times and ihe Colorado Springs Gazette, passed through
the city the other day on his way to
Douglas, Ariz, to accept a position on
a Douglas paper. Mr. WarnacK
is
gaining national fame as a poet. His
"Psalms or Life" are In press at the
Roycroft print cry in New York, and
have received favorable comment in
evtry part of the English speaking
world. They were published originally
In the Denver Times Magazine.

well.

Thus ended the last act of that
bloody affair of waylaying, murdering

and robbing Wasli Parker, and the
settling of this case certainly proves
the right an officer has in defending
his own life while in the performance of his duty.
TITLE TO

JERRY FROM

HALF-MILLIO-

TO BE CLEARED.
Vegas grant of f,(Mi,H0l

ACRES

The Las
acres is to have the individual titles
settled at once. Judge E. V. Long,
secretary of the board, has U'en appointed referee, and will pass upon all
claims to title by the settlers and the
district court will then issue deeds
on conditions prescribed, says a recent, dispatch front Las Vegas.
It is
Ihe Intention of the grant board to
give complete title to all who have
lived the lands for a period of ten
years and to issue deeds to other
lands on payment of a stipulated sum
Thonsanilx nf nnnnln livp on tbi prnnf
.ronLresa has mnfirmcl tH tract m
lu, .lo" n of Las Vegas, but no in- i
have ever been given.
titles
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CARPET
f v a.
B aVi

and
LOW PRICES
Do you intend buying a vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If yon do
don't pass us by. We don't urgo you to buy an txpensive vehicle we
have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes. Ton Bug- - Y
gies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of all kinds. Y
Don't stay away because you are nst rich. Come and see us.
v

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner First and
Road.
Tljeram

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette
IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
THINK ABOUT PLEASURE

,

and you should look over our very
large new stock of the latest style Car
riagea, Buggies, Driving Road Wagona,.
etc., Saddle and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.

Ma1 of clmmoln, minfnrrM
with fUnnel lintit.ioftaud com
Inrtnttlft.
I,i ko evrrythlnr:

In tltln
tortlitM.' v'i ri wnar.tntfi J
tu givvf ut ire nail" turliuD,
I'rlrf, M.M

Everybody Invited to Look Through
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

Fun Uai.k Ut

Drug

Co.

J. KORBER

FRONT STORE.
W. Railroad Ave.
Both phones.
BLUE

ALBUQUERQUE.

A. E. WALKER,

Cleans everything.

Furniture

Man.

t

V

.H

He is the
Moving, pack-

o

-

COKE

INSURANCE.

Per

Ton

MILL

WOOD

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Raldrldge's
yard.

KINDLINfi

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There is no other Just Thornton. Itoth 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.
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W.H.Hahn&Co
DOTH 'PHONES
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NEW WORK

Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

Q

plain wrapper,

MEXICO.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

KXXXXXX)OCOOOOOOOOOOOCaXX:i

Amurlcan Block

& CO.,

NEW

far better be iono right in the
beginning, as thereby endless repairs
are unnecessary.
That la why it
pays to have your plumbing installod
by first class workmen. Real estate
owners never regret their contracts
with tlie Standard Plumbing Co., as
they havo tho best of reasons for appreciating the care, skill and experience exercised by men who are thorough masters of their trade.
had

Corrlllo

terms

EASY

;i

CLEANING

CARRIAGE
BUYING DAYS

Frost King
Frost Qviccn
Chamois Vest
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The Williams

Wagons"
"Red
BACK
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M.

Colo., Red 284;

Located on the Be fen

1!HU,
follows:
:!..
tn ni ; i:ie:i, $:!.r,!.37 1.32 :
.
.lull in;
$2'J2.2:iu.2o; and
t t.it!i.!i?.
The fori going rxpeniliture does not
include ihe expense of operation of
the department, which is also home
bv the company.
During the six' years' application of
tlu neiiMim olaii. 2.7iio enmlovcs have
been retired as pensioners from the
active service of the company, of
which number Mi have died. Of the

N. PEACH & CO.

Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone. Bis. Office, 208V9-WeGold Avenue.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
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Santa Fe Railway

Balea i3 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

1

The BcIcq Town acd Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
buslneM and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad SO and
Ftreets, with aileys M feel wide, with beautiful lake and public psra and grand old shade trees; publle school house, ceilchurches, Commercial club; a population of l.DOO Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishment in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels daily; large winery; three botels,
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated

Of
ing

total number retired, HHH were beyears, of
and
tween the ages of
whom 54i were retired on their own
roqjest with the approval of the employing officer.

1.U00

$16,000;

'.

ALL
...

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
s
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop. etc. etc. Also a
modern hotel.

;

GO OVER

no tand or

gruel

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

flrst-rlas-

s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse. Jeweler, plumbing shoe, planing mill,

Brst-clas-

GROCERIES VS. RENT
A

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

PASSENGER CONDUCTOR SAYS
RENTS ARE
THAT THOUGH
HIGHER, GROCERIES ARE SOLD
CHEAPER HERE THAN AT LAS
VEGAS.

A passenger conductor running between this city and Las Vegas, and
living iu I .as Vegas, was asked yes
terday why he didn't make uis home
in the larger tow n Albuquerque.

1

JOHN BECKER, President'
jrsT.srafc

elen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M..BERGER,
dtsism

rrrrm
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mr.- -

Auto-

M. GRENADINO & CO.

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cui-o- ff

&

IF VOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be
served promptly at any hour of the
night. Prices will be from 25c to 30c.

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
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Line

The Klatisiics 'f the Pennsylvania
railroad pension department, compiled
it) to December III. l'.Mifj, show lhat
during the six years of its operation
there has been authorized to be paid
in pension allowances to the retired
employes nf the company the sum of
$,nt.i4,'ih7.5!', made up each pear as
$ ::: I.I

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers' .
Itch.
All of these diseases are attended
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
by Intense Itching, which is almost inRoom 17, N. T. Armijo Building.
stantly relieved by applying Chamberlain's Salve, and by its continued ue
TOTI JL GRADI
a permanent cure may be effected. ...
has, in fact, cured many cases that Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Price
had resisted other treatment.
Grain and Fuel.
25 cents per Ikjx.
For sale by all Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
druggists.
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line wlfh us.
MENANDW0W1ER.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

to Retired Employes.

1

dfty by wtiariog a

COv INC.

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We bare Vadded to our already well equipped laundery a machine wHh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries (brink them, bring tbem to ns
and we will straighten them out for you.

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
II rep wfirm nd nnjoy thco!d

The next attraction at the opera
house is Pa' ten & Perry's funny mu
sical farce comedy and vaudeville
show. This company has been play
ing with unprecedented success, and
is beyond a dauht the brightest and
most refined amusement , on tho road.
Anung tlio many special features
with this company are Campbell and
Fletcher, the comedy acrobats; the
famous Gibbs children, in the greatest juvenile act before the public;
Prof. Cailloutte, the king of tho wire,
and many other high class specialties.
This company also carries their own
superior uniformed concert, band and
orchestra.
Remember the date, this
evening, March 9, at the Elks' opera
house.

FOR PENSIONS.

This Sum Paid by Pennsylvania

(AW.

iimw

KERRY'

&,

FOUND AT LAST

Groceries

L

SENSATIONAL CLOSE

AND ETC.

GROSS, KELLY

CO.

JOHNSON

IN PARKER MURDER
INVOLVING

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

A. SLEYSTER

THE FINAL CHAPTER

LAP ROBES

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Staple and Fancy

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

tireigo was taking a day off. and,
some of the witnesses testified, was
drinking. He boarded an east pound
freight near the Harvey house, and
climbed to the top of a box car. Here
the brakeman paw him and told him
to gi t off. He did not, and the brnke-nia- n
pushed him with his stick, and
then finally threw ;riego's cap off.
Grlego then climbed down off the
car, falling a sew Hteps. He not up
and started back after his cap, walkHe
ing on the west hound track.
had walked about one hundred and
j fifty feet, ntid was passing the hear of
ithe freight goin geast. when he was
struck by train No. i, west bound,
which was coming Into the station at
the rate of about eight miles an hour.
Grlego did not heed the warning
whistles of the engine of No. 7, and
as the engineer expected him to get
off the track In time, he did not attempt to stop his train until too late.
train
Four cars of the passenger
passed over the unfortunate man before the train could stop. His legs
were cut off and he was otherwise injured, and though he lived until 7
o'clock, Monday evening, he did not
regain consciousness.

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES

Payson Ripley, trainmaster at San
Marcial. was in the city, yesterday,
on business.
Jose G. Chave's, claim agent for the
Santa Fe, was In the city from Ujs
Lunns, yesterday.
Train No. 10 "was about forty minutes late this morning. No. 10 has
been late about that length of time
every day since the opening of the
new El Paso Union depot. A trainman stated this morning that the
building was such a beamy and so
comfortable that No. 10 conductors
lost time every night tearing themselves away from it.
There were two sections of train
No. 2 this morning, and each arrived
about an hour and thirty minutes
late. The private car of Walter Anchor, superintendent of the floating
department of the Baltimore & Ohio
railroad, was attached to one of the
trains. Mr. Anchor was accompanied
by his wife and President. Illand, of
the United States Fidelity company.
They were returning from a sightseeing trip ovir the Pacific coast.

yards lute, says tin' Raton

Wholesale Grocers

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAINTS,

Sec That Your Grocer Gives You Gold Coin Flour

eastern

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Secretary

LOCAL AND
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nl they expect to
Leon Hcrtmit.
Sol
emlMirk for Europe tomorrow.
Welller, another Alnnniieniiiean. who
exwent to New York to buy rooms, part
pects to reach home the early
Mr. Weinnmnn purof next week.
or
chased a most extensive slock
sprtnn nnd cummer poodn. and. ex1
erclKini; his own well known bus
news Judgment, will soon make his
spring nniiounr ement to the ladles
(hiounh The Evening CUIen.
Tiny a packnuo of our reliable shoe
polishes, and see what a Uk improvement n chlnn will make In the looks
of yrnr shoes, besides keeping the
leather soft. Tan, chocolate, black or
wnite, inc. 15c nnd 2:c. C. May's
shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

PERSONAL
if

UCCTDftll Dn'lhAVFI

DAY AND WEATHER.

Fair in wet portion; local rain or
snow In north portion late tonight and
Saturday. Colder In east portion tonight.

SHOES PLEASE

OUR

FashlonaMe to the highest
The eye, the fool and tin- pookctlHiok.
degree, they have dlHtinKiilshltm murks that raises thorn above the
ordinary and makes them stand out conspicuously In com imrlson with
Inspected, to see that they
the usual knld. Every pair is can-fullproperly
and comfortably.
foot
the
fit
to
made
rightly
are
Our prices are the very lowest, consistent with reliable quality.
-

2.50 to S4.00
to 3.00
to $4.00
to S3.50
85 to $2.25

$1-7-

H-5-

SAUCES

5

0

AND CONDIMENTS.

purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, aro sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

No.

118

and 120 South Second street.

TV Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hiekox

The Hiekox -- Maynard Go.
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IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE
OUR WATCH REPAIRING

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE

AND

OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA-

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS

BY

MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

The Arch. Front

1906.

FIRST DISPLAY

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.
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Notice to Property Owner.
The luw make it the duty of every
person, firm or corporation owning
or having any interest In real estate
or other property on the first day of
ainrcn, to see that such property is
properly listed for taxation on the
assessment rolls. Property returns
are now being received at the assessor's office. In the court house.
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
Assessor.
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all the very new styles
and patterns of a season, which before Its
end, bids fair to eclipse all others In the
way of novelties
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In pclnt of style Is
decidedly different from anything previously shown. Coats are cut full with the length 3
to four Inches longer than last season's garments. Pants are full hlped; Vests with or
without collar
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of color
Is decidedly grey; different stripes; plaids
and combinations, but decidedly grey - BRINGING FORTH

Sun rose, 6:21; set, 6:01; day
length, 11:40. Moon rose thi morning at 5:41. Day warm, bright and
with little or no wind. Edwin Forres, the great tragedian, was born
on this day, 100 years ago. On March
9th, 1806, he was born, In Philadel-pria- .
and In that city he died, leaving hi country
residence, Spring-brooTonislil -"- Canada nnd All Amer-I)- r.
t Methodist
as a home for aged and needy lea." hy
Payne,
actors of both sexes.
church; 2 " cents.
USE- ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
FOR KEEPING HORSE OR
--The 4 o'clock report of the Santa IS BEST
COW IN HEALTHY CONDITIO- NFe passenger trains is ns follows:
620
FEE,
FAT.
E.
W.
SLEEK AND
on time.
Nos. 1, 2. 4 and
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
No. 8 at 7:20.
No. 9, thirty minutes late.
OF
CUP
FOR A DELICIOUS
BREAKFAST COFFEE, TRY "FERN-DELL.- "
Don't Forget to Use
IT WILL MAKE THE DAY'S
FAMOUS GOLD COIN FLOUR.
WORK EASY.
Best and Cheapest.
TICKETS
BOUGHT. SOLO
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
AND
EXCHANGED
Thing
"Good
to
Eat."
at
city,
meals in the
Best
o
the Columbus hotel. Family style.
Readings, funny nnd sad, on the
Association Offleo
R. O. Wilson, New Mexico manager Baptist church program tonight.
Transactions
was
company,
Oil
Continental
of the
Cuaranteod
a passenger north this morning.
Three more boarders can be acHarry Strong, of O. W. StrotiR's commodated at Mrs. Downs, Gut; South ROSENFIELD'S,
W. R. R. Ave.
lis
Sons, left on the limited today for Arno.
I.os Angeles, where he will be the
SEND US YOUR ORDERS. THEY
guest of his parents.
Howard Clark of the Bcnhiim In- WILL BE FILLED WITH THE VERY
THAT YOU CAN POSdian Trading company, left on the BEST GOODS
limited today for a trip to the Nav- SIBLY BUY, FOR THE LEAST
MONEY.
ajo reservation In Arizona.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
will
U.
T.
C.
W.
The ladles of the
ORIOLE CANNED
"Good Thing to Eat."
GOODS
ARE THE BEST
meet tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
Havens,
at the home of Mrs. W. W.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
902 South Edith street.
2 doz strictly
35c
fresh eggs
30c
Bishop J. Mills Kendrlck, of the Newton Creamery butter
09c
diocese of New Mexico and Arizona, Choice figs, per package
25c.
of the Episcopal church. Is in the 3 bottles of Chow Chow
Are you using our new burlap sack GOLD
city, to remain until Monday of next
week.
rousted coffee? If not, you are missAll members of Company O, na ing a good thing.
Absolutely
OROLE
tional guards, are ordered to be at the 2 ten cent pkgs of cold water
THIS FLOUR HAS BEEN SOLD
15c
starch
armory tonight at 7:30 o clock, for
MAPLE
PURE
ALBU
IN
YEARS
FOR
TWENTY
25c
battalion inspection. By order of com- 8 cans of sardines
QUERQUE AND IS THE BEST SOFT
per
Cod
Fish,
09c
brick
SYRUP
MAPLE
manding olflcer.
2 pkgs of Force
25c WHEAT FLOUR ON THE MARKET
Ernest Drake was the only arrest
TODAY.
enshowing
new
are
of
We
a
line
made last night. He pleaded guilty ameled ware. The assortment is one
to intoxication in police court this of the most complete to be found in
morning and was fined $5. The town. And our prices are reasonable. GOLD
prisoner has not dug up the coin yet. I.arge can of cream,
09c
Richard W. Kelly, of New York, Is Corn starch, per pftg
06c
at the Alvarado for a few days, ac Postum Cereal
20c
companied by his wife, who is one of 2 pkgs of Shredded Wheat
25c
the leading magazine and periodical
for
We are strictly headquarters
writers in Gotham.
chicken wire nnd screen wire.
THE MAZE.
Walter Jaffa, who recently under
Wm. Kleke, Prop.
went an operation at the St. Joseph's
hospital for appendicitis, Is rapidly
Program at the Baptist church, to
recovering, the operation having been night.
Admission, 25 cents.
tntlrely successful.
n
0
If you enjoy good music, attend the
1eon B. Stern, the well known dry
goods merchant, says he is not the concert at the Baptist church, tobrought night.
defendant in the action
against the L Stern in the district
EXTRA FINE SAUSAGE, EXCLUcourt, as chronicled in yesterday's
Evening Citizen. The L. Stern re- SIVELY.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
ferred to is Louis Stern of Ocate.
"Good Thing to Eat."
BEST."
Tatten & Perry's "Jerry from Kerry," which is scheduled for this evenTOE. GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
ing, Is a hurrah farce comedy from
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
Ktart to finish, up to date and clean.
Clever specialties are the feature. COMPANY.
girls, funny
New sougs, charming
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
comedians and many other features
ure the attractions of thin company.
ASK YOUR GROCER
FOR "AR
of the Cubero NOLD'S BEST."
E. Bibo, manager
VERY HIGHEST
company,
city,
in
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from
in
Trad
the
PATENT FLOUR.
Cubero. visitiuc with his brother. He
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Mr.
days.
remaiuiug
several
intends
Bibo states that business in the trad
USE
ing line nnd in all other lines of
business in Cubero Is good and that
prosperity is smiling upon the peo
ple of that section this year.
Miss Maggie Blither, formerly su
perinteudtnt of the public schools at
Las Vegas, was a vlsiior at the roe
en route home
trouolis yesterday,
from an extended visit to California I6XXXXXXXXXXOOOOOOOOOOOOO9
points, where she has been making
ATTENTION GENTLEMtN!
an extensive study of the California
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
school system for the past five
Order your suit now for "Easter,"
months.
and be well dressed. You know our
In the case of Constable S. M. Gar- reputation. Best workmanship, latest
of
styles, and lowest price.
Eighteen
cia, located in a precinct north
the cby, who caused the arrestTele-fln-of hundred new camples to select from,
401-40- 3
113 -- 115-117
Juan Romero, Grlego Romero,
Agency
Martinez and I'adllla Martinez, Nettleton Tailoring
Mexico
charged with stoning him, Justice of
114 South Third treet.
the Peace Craig dismissed the action
ITT
jor
on
Plows
Wholesale
toPrices
and
Other Farm Implements
Writ
Literary and musical program
on the ground that the charge was
unwarranted and the complainant night at the Baptist church, corner of 2
The largest stock vest of Kansas City.
Lead and Broadway. Admission 2a
should start peace proceedings.
cents.
G. Gioml nnd E. Gradl. who left
several weeks ago on business to the
"ARNOLDS BEST- - HIGH PATENT
towns south of the meropolls, re- FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
turned to the city last night, and MUSCLE.
while Mr. Gioml did not care to discuss the subject with The Citizen 0O00CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX5O
representative this morning, when
THE BEST MANUFACTURED
USE
asked for news. It was nevertheless
learned that both gentlemen enjoyed
themselves immensely, and Mr. uioiui
picked up quite a nice list of orders
for the wholesale liquor establishment of Baehechi & Gioml. of which
ho is a member. Both gentlemen
stated that the country looked fine
ASK MERCHANTS FOR
for grazing purposes, and 'be cattle OCO(X)OCOOC)OOOOOOOOOOOOCO
and sheep are in good condition.
of
the
J. A. Weinmanu, proprietor
reGolden Rule dry goods store,
turned on the limited this morning
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THE BIRDSELL WAGON
"THE WORLD'S

. . .

JUST IN

. . ..

Whitman's Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
the purest of the
bon-bon-

purt.

J, H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

Barnett Building

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

Lumber
Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE
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-

CO.
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M.
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PRICES ARE RIGHT.
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North First Street
and Arizona.
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Wholesal Distributers for New
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Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade nd guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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215 West Railroad Ave.
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ALBUQUERQUE,

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE
Auto Phone. 713.
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